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Should science be blind-

life?

folded on the one side in order to better

comprehend

the other?

—

As long

and I
as a physiologist is a mere physicist
word physicist now in its most comprehensive
meaning his method of inquiring into organic nature
use the

MEMBER OF THE IMPERIAL ACADEMY OF

—

SCIENCES.
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the mineralogist, so a

to

it

As

justly so.

is

man

or an animal

a crystal
is

to

the

(Translation Copyrighted.)

If

a

scientist

behind

leaves

the

province of

his

special inquiry and takes a journey into the realm of

may hope

philosophy, he

for a solution

of the great

problem which underlies the minor problems to which
he has devoted his life. But he must be prepared for
secretly being discredited to those of his colleagues

he knows remain quietly with
speciality,

and

at the

the

same time he

subjects

who

of their

will be mistrusted

the manor-born in the empire of speculation.

by

He runs

Certainly an animal feels

emotions are connected with the material phenomena of
the

The

faithful to this purpose,

how

point out

as I shall transcend

So

for

my own

into the

justification,

investigation.

The animal
is

human

organism

and

its

material

the subject of physiology, but conscious-

a simultaneous datum, and

is

the brain

of

Everyone finds this in himself, and this, at the
same time, beams forth from the faces of his fellowIt

breathes in the

life

of higher organized ani-

mals and even the most simple creatures bear some vestiges of

it.

Who

can

tell

the limit of empsychosis in

a

machine,

can physiology do best in the face of

•Presented to the readers of
views, by

Edward

C

Hegeler.

his

motions are causally connected with each

other and dependent upon their surroundings.

Neither sensation nor conception nor conscious will

which the physical life of organisms consists. If I answer a question, the material process is conducted from
the organ of hearing by sensory nerve fibres to the
brain, and must pass through it as a material process in
order to reach the motor nerves of the organ of speech.
It cannot, after having arrived at a certain spot in the
brain enter into something immaterial in" order to be retransformed in some other place of the brain into another material process. A caravan in the desert might
just as well enter into the oasis of a mirage in order to
return after a refreshing rest into the actual desert.

Thus

The Open Court

is

the physiologist so far as he

as part of his Monistic

a physicist.

gear of machinery and the movements of the actors
from behind the scenes, but he misses the meaning of
the whole action which is readily understood by the
spectator. Now, should a physiologist never be allowed

change

his

standpoint?

Certainly his object

is

not to understand a world of

concepts, but of realities. Nevertheless

change

his place of observation

if

and look

he occasionally
at

things from

the other side, or at least be told by trustworthy observers

the result of

learn

such

is

stands behind the stage and carefully observes the

how

For

it

this

may derive some
comprehend the apparatus and to

their experiences, he

benefit so as to better

the empire of organic nature?

What

a physicist

man, who remains to him a compound of matter subject
same irrefragable laws as stones and plants; like

to

feeling and will.

beings.

why

to the

He

when the atoms of
move according to certain laws, the inner life
our soul is woven of sensations and conceptions of

ness

no reason

far psychological inquiries are not

only an allowable but indispensable aid to physiological

mechanism

is

latter.

subject indeed for

province of psychology.

me

but that

can form a link in the chain of these material processes of

which I want your attention
on this solemn occasion is most alluring, but bearing in
mind what I said just now, I do not intend to leave the
domain of natural science to which I devoted my studies
and shall attempt only to gain the heights where we
may enjoy a general and free survey. It will seem in
the course of this paper as though I should not remain

let

human body,

should take a different view of the corporeal existence of

the risk of losing his reputation with the former and of

gaining nothing with the

mere lump of matter.
pleasure and pain, and mental

physiologist of this standpoint a

works.
very reason psychology

auxiliary science to physiology.

is

an indispensable

If the latter did

not
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heretofore use the former sufficiently

it

was

to the less

extent a fault of physiology.

Psychology has heen late
to till her ground with the plough of induction, for
only in such a soil can those fruits be raised for which
the physiologist has most need.
The neurologist is thus placed between the physicist
and

the

causal continuity of

of his inquiry

all

considers

physicist

the

material processes as the basis

the thoughtful psychologist looks for the

;

laws of conscious
inductive

The

psychologist.

life

according to the

method and assumes the

validity

an

of

rules

of an unal-

motor nerve,
nerve

of

is

cells,

indicated in the labyrinthian connections

he lacks a clue to the infinitely

but

involved processes which are interposed in this place.
It is

here the physiologist successfully changes his stand-

Here matter no longer

point.

inquiring glance, but he finds

reveals the secret to his

mirror of con-

in the

it

sciousness, not directly but indirectly and figuratively,
still

it

lawful connection with what he inquires

in

is

Now, when
another, how from

observing

into.

how one

idea

replaces

how

sensations conception rises, and

from conceptions will starts, how emotions and thoughts

And if the physiologist learns from
simple self-observation that conscious life is dependent

interweave, he will suppose that there

upon his bodily functions, and vice versa that his body to
some extent is subject to his will; he has only to assume
that this interdependence of mind and body is arranged

other and accompanying the whole action of conscious

terable order.

according

which

to

certain taxes and the connection

is

sciousness.

Thus considered, phenomena of consciousness appear
be functions of material changes of organized substance and vice versa. As I do not wish to mislead, let

to

me

expressly mention, aLthough

term function;

it

is

included in the

thus considered, material

After

two

and vice versa, the one

is

called, as

is

known,

a function

of the other.

Memory,

and consciousness, are connected with each other
cause and effect; for we do not know anything about

one might propound the identity of

The

spirit

physiologist, as such, should not

memory

all

merely the

memory becomes

It

is

known

well

what we

call

the

all

conscious

memory

often after hours, and after

some

of senses, in such a

we have

hundred other things, they suddenly return

domain
of

its

of

its

inquiry, without leaving the solid ground

scientific

observes

how

The
beam of

method.
the

physiologist as a physicist
light,

the undulation

of

sound, the vibration of heat affect the organs of sensation;

how

they enter into the nerves, are transformed

into an irritation of
cells.

Here he

nerve

fibre

and conducted

loses their vestiges.

On

to brain

the other hand,

he observes the spoken word coming forth from the

him move his
limbs and finds these movements caused by contractions
of muscles which are produced through motor nerves
irritated by nerve cells of the central organs.
Here
again he is at his wit's end.
The bridge which should
lead him from the irritated sensory nerve to the irritated

mouth

of a speaking

person, he

sees

We

way

that

been busy with a

sciousness in the

perception.

made

time, are impressed into

Aided by this hypothesis of a functionary connection between spiritual and material, modern physiology
enabled to draw phenomena of consciousness into the

at

life.

that sensual perceptions, if

invariably or repeatedly for

In

an original faculty, being

once the source and unification of

so,

with such questions.

is

fac-

or a series of

involuntary reproductions

it.

and

is

ideas

of sensations, conceptions, emotions and aspirations.

doing

meddle

we

Rut if faces and events of past days appear, although they were not called for, and take possession of
our consciousness, do we not also call this, exactly as
much, remembering? We are justly entitled to include

Materialism explains consciousness as a result of matter,

matter.

reproducing

as

idealism takes the opposite view and from a third position

as generally understood,

of voluntarily

in the concept of

This does not mean that the two variables, matter

venture to combine

them comprehensively as results (Atisserungen) of one and the same faculty of organized matter,
viz., memory, or the faculty of reproduction.

processes of

variables are

may

shall consider

ideas.

if

I

scious, partly to unconscious life of organic nature:

phenomena

For

this introduction

under one aspect a long series of phenomena which are
apparently widely separated and belong partly to con-

ulty

of consciousness.

each

ence of matter and consciousness.

the cerebral substance appear to be functions of the

dependent upon each other, according to certain laws a
change of the one demanding a change of the other

among

according to the law of functionary inter-depend-

life

found

links the science of matter to the science of con-

a correspond-

is

ing series of material processes connected

into our con-

sensual vivacity of their original

full

thus experience

how whole groups

of

sensations, properly regulated in their connections ac-

cording to space and time, are so vividly reproduced as
to

be

like reality itself.

the extinction of
vestiges

still

change of

its

This shows strikingly that after

conscious sensations,

remain

in

some material

our nervous system, implying a

molecular and atomic structure, by which

the nervous substance
cal processes as

is

enabled to reproduce such physi-

are connected with the corresponding

psychical processes of sensations and perceptions.

Everyone may observe such phenomena

memory

of

the

of senses in his daily, even his hourly experi-

ence, although in fainter forms.
legions of

more or

less

Consciousness produces

faded memorial pictures {Erin-

nernngsbi/dcr) of former sensual perceptions.

Partly

they are called in voluntarily and partly they crowd

in
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Faces of absent persons come and go

spontaneously.

by consciousness. Therefore,

and volatile shadows, and sounds of melodies
which long have died away haunt us, if not audible, yet

may

perceptible.

such combination, did

as pale

Of many

things and events, especially

they were

if

*43
also, a

long series of ideas

follow the correct logical order and organic struc-

although

ture,

Some

ideas

diverse premises, indispensable

the

become

not

conscious

in

at

all.

emerge from the depth of unconscious

life

perceived only once or very superficially, merely single,

into

unusually striking qualities are reproducible; of other

conscious conception, others sink into unconsciousness

which have
because our brain was

consciousness without being connected with any

things only those qualities are reproducible

without ever having been joined to conscious

been noticed on former occasions,

Between what I am to-day and what I was yesterday, a gap of unconsciousness lies, the nocturnal sleep
and it is only memory which spans a bridge between my
to-day and my yesterday.
Who can hope to unravel

They

prepared for their reception beforehand.

are

responded to stronger and enter into consciousness more

and energetically.

easily

many

Thus

their ability of being

way what

In this

reproduced increases.

is

common

to

things and accordingly has been perceived most

ideas.

the manifold and intricately intertwined tissues of inner
life

he attempts

if

to follow

only the threads as they

by and by so reproducible as to be
easily called forth by a slight inner impulse without
any exterior and real stimulus. Such a sensation which

through his consciousness?
You may as well
gather your information about the rich organic life of
the oceanic world from those few forms which now and

were, produced internally, for instance the idea

then emerge from the surface of the sea merely to disappear soon afterwards into the depths of the ocean.

frequently, will be

is,

as

it

of white,

is

same

not of the

vivacity as the sensation of

white color externally produced by white
all it is essentially

the same, but

it

is

light.

weak

a

run

Thus the cause which produces the unity of all sinphenomena of consciousness, must be looked for in

After

repetition

gle

of the same material brain process and of the same con-

our unconscious

Thus the idea
imperceptibly weak perception.

this

of white

scious sensation.

In this

way

which are common to many
were, from them when entering

the qualities

things separate, as
into

our memory.

in consciousness as

it

They

attain

an independent existence

concepts or ideas, and the whole rich

world of our concepts and ideas
materials of

is

constructed of these

memory

faculty of conscious as of unconscious

to-day,

day

is

not so

life.

much

where has

sciousness and yet

it

been

What was

denly appears before

it

meantime from

in the

yester-

Our

returned.

concepts appear on

the stage of consciousness very transiently; they quickly

disappear behind the scenes in order to
actor

is

Only on the stage they
king only on the stage.

tinue behind the scene?

For

make

place for

my

tion

my

It is

of light and

estimate concerning

size.

its

ception of the sphere

our cerebral substance constantly join each other according to certain laws, one in its turn stimulating another.

But the phenomenon of consciousness is not necessarily
connected with each link in such a series of processes.

is

a highly

necessary not only

What an

moreover

its

and conclusions
all

this.
is

And

is

we form

apparently neces-

yet the

performed

an

apparatus of sen-

in

a

actual per-

few seconds

my becoming conscious of the single processes
which construct the whole; the result enters into my

without

consciousness complete.

The
records

nervous

substance

of processes

often

faithfully

performed.

necessary for correct perception which
in

un-

to consciousness, but

eyes must be considered and from this

somehow

Innumerable reproductions of organic processes

a great

less to

be recognized from the distribushade, then the exact distance from

sations, perceptions

terday.

to

may

sary for attending to

which the same sound
may again be evoked to-day which was produced yes-

eyes.

also the circular periphery of the visible ball,

globular form as

they con-

virtue of

which

instance, a white ball sud-

convey the perception of white

are conceptions, as an

we know; a clue only is required to make them reappear.
They do not continue as conceptions, but as a
certain disposition of nervous substance (Stimmung der
Nerven substanz) by

to

As what do

that they exist

of

of an object in space

For

complicated process.

did not continue as a fact of con-

It

the results

consciousness.

a

yesterday and again becomes conscious

until to-day?

others.

a faculty of the brain

extent belong to both consciousness and no

Every perception

recognized that

me

As we do not know anything of
we know from investigations of matter,

life.

except what

and as to a purely empirical consideration, matter and
the unconscious must be considered identical, the physiologist may justly define memory in a wider sense to be

memory.

It is easily

conscious to

an almost

is

preserves

the

All functions
first

were done

slowly and with difficulty by a constant employment of
consciousness, are reproduced afterward summarily in an

way and without such intensity as to push
each single link of the chain beyond the threshold of
abbreviated

consciousness.

Such chains

of unconscious nerve-pro-

Accordingly, chains of conceptions sometimes seem to
lack a right connection if they are conveyed to the

cesses

cerebral substance through a process not accompanied

perceptions or unconscious conclusions; a

which

end into a link accompanied with
consciousness, have been called unconscious chains ot
at last

name which

is

1
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from the standpoint of psychology. For psychology might lose sight of the soul quite frequently if
unconscious states were not taken into consideration.
To a physical consideration, however, unconscious and
material mean the same, and a physiology of the uncon-

justifiable

scious

is

movements which man performs,

all

long and

result of

are a

The harmonious

difficult practice.

;

We

no philosophy of the unconscious.*]

Almost

consciousness into one entirety
and as our body
would be dispersed into myriads of atoms, if it were not
held together by the attraction of matter; thus, but for the
binding power of memory, consciousness would be dissolved into as many fragments as there are moments.
of

have seen that only a part of the reproduction
brought about through the
memory of nervous substance, enters into our consciousof organic processes, as

co-operation of the different muscles, the exactly gauged

ness; no less unimportant parts remain unconscious.

amount of work which each one must contribute to the
common labor, must be learned for most movements

the

How

with great trouble.

slowly a beginner

the

at

piano finds the single notes, the eye directing his fingers
the different keys, and then

to

With

play of a virtuoso.

how

marvelous

the

is

the swiftness of thought each

note finds an easy passage through the eye to the finger
to

be performed correspondingly. One quick glance at
to make sound a whole series of

the music suffices

melody which his been practiced

chords, and a

may

ciently

suffi-

be played while the player's attention

is

movements, and no close
attention is needed to watch the whole execution careWill issues
fully.
Will is only commander-in-chief.
an order and

on

long as they move

as

They work

muscles act accordingly.

all

in their

customary tracks,

till

a slight hint of will prescribes another direction.

This would be impossible,

if

those parts

of

the

nervous system which bring about the move-

central

ment, were not capable of reproducing entire series of
states

When

of irritation.

they have been practiced

before under a constant accompaniment of consciousness, they can be called forth, as

on

a

provocation

slight

it

were, independently

which

of consciousness

is

For the memory or reproductive faculty of the so-called
is by no means weaker than

that of the brain and the spinal cord.

great extent,

where we meet with

possible

is

Our

perceptive faculty would forever remain on the lowstage, if

est

we

consciously from

should build every single perception

given single materials of sensation.

all

Our voluntary motions would never surpass the awkwardness of a child,

if

in

each case

we

should instigate the

dif-

ferent single impulses with conscious will and reproduce
all

if

the single conceptions over again.
the nervous

To state

it

briefly,

motor system were not endowed with

memory, viz., an unconscious memory. What is called
the power of custom Die Atacht der Gewohnheit is the
strength of this memory.
It is memory to which we owe all we are and have.
Ideas and conceptions are products of
tion,

each

Memory
*

cious.

This

is

thought,

unites

all

each

motion

is

it,

each percep-

a thrust against

art to a

investigation let

me

same reproductive

the

faculty, but

Daily experience teaches us that muscles grow the
in the

Muscle

of a

beginning but feebly responded

motor nerve, works with more energy the oftener
irritated in reasonable intervals of rest.

it is

which

fibre,

to the irritation

After each

becomes more capable of action, it grows
fitter for the repetition of the same work and better
adapted to the reproduction of the same organic process.
Pari passu, its size increases because it assimilates more

single action

than

constant

in a state of

This

which

is

so complicated in nervous substance;

observable in

is

it

rest.

same faculty of reproduction the

the very

is

action of

here

it

its

simplest form, and easier

understood as a physical process.

known

And what

of muscle substance

is

is more
more or less

demonstrable of the substances of

Everywhere we

organs.

adequate

pauses

recreation

of

accompanied

increased strength of action, and organs
oftener in the animal household also
increased assimilation.

not only

other

all

find an increased activity

But

which

grow

this increase

with

by

an

are used

in size

by an

of mass does

mean an aggrandizement and growth of the
which the organ is composed,

single cells or fibres of

A

but also an augmentation of their number.

grown

to

certain

a

size

divides into

filial cells

cell

which

inherit, in a greater or less degree, the qualities of the

parental

cell,

and accordingly represent repetitions of it.
cells is one of the

This growth and augmentation of

which are characteristic of organized
These functions are not only interior phenom-

different functions

matter.

it.

ena of the

cell

substance, not only certain changes or

phenomena

motions of

its

molecular structure, but also become

carried

the innumerable single

my

stronger the oftener they are used.

clearly

All this

Medical

it.

simpler form.

reproductions have been repeated.

they remember what they did before.

of

In concluding this part of

accurately

if

makes good use

drop the subject of nervous substance for a moment in
order to take a cursory view of other organic matter,

executed the quicker and more perfect, the oftener

only

re-

sympathetic nervous system

no longer directs each single

finger to produce the desired

And

with

facts

gard to those parts of the nervous system which are exclusively subservient to the unconscious processes of life.

in a

directed to other subjects.

In such a case will

same may be proved from numerous

Eduard von Hartmann's Philosophy

by

externally visible as a modification of form, an aggranoj the

Uncon-

dizement of

size

or a division of the

cell.

Thus

the

-
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reproductive function of a

reproduction of the

manifested also as a

cell is

cell itself.

This

is

most obvious

in

work

of

plants; the chief function of their cells

growth, while
predominant.

in

the

is

animal organisms other functions are

BY RICHARD

A.

know whether
power

strength and
I reflect

his

or by his grace and versatility, until

that these latter qualities are but tokens of the

former.

He

could not pass with so firm and free a

the energy of

wide a range of thought were it not
mind which has enabled him to take

thought for

domain.

tread over so a

his

Yet herein has

all

which

secret of the doubts

lain the

for

quite honestly entertained respecting Her-

many have

among

bert Spencer's real position

(or rather above) the

world has known.

philosophers the

Specialists have

been apt to weigh his philosophy in parcels, comparing
his biology with the biology of a Darwin or a Huxley;
science with

physicial

his

that

Thomson

of a

or

a

mathematics with that of a Pierce or a
Cayley, and so forth not noting that with him each
department of science has supplied but its due quota of
Tyndall;

his

—

which
what is
we compare

material towards the building up of a philosophy

depends on

all

the sciences, while including also

as yet outside the

Herbert Spencer,

domain. If
any department of

scientific

in

some

chief master in that department,

once

less

in

and greater:

mastery of

science,

we

knowledge

and methods; greater

beyond the mere

outside and
ject,

facts

less in

find

with

him

of details

at

and

over which Darwin
their survey,

is

—we see that the biological
and

in reality

his

field

followers have extended

but a small part of the domain

over which Herbert Spencer has searched for the evi-

dence of evolution and
theory be summarized
features

it

dissolution.
(as,

If the

indeed, in

all

was summarized by Spencer

independently recognized

its

validity)

Darwinian

its

essential

himself,

we

find

it

who
pre-

senting but a finite example, within a special departin time and
which Herbert Spencer presents thus:
''The rhythm of evolution and dissolution, complet-

the Herschels, Ar go, and

the justice of a

of

illustration

directed to that subject,

which

supposed

I

to

aggregates distributed through space

advanced,

1869, opinions

in

respecting the architecture

—

opinions which Spencer himself, in his
Study of Sociology, has described as " going far to

of the heavens,

help us
ax}- ;"

in

conceiving the constitution of our

own

gal-

found that twelve years before, dealing
with that part of science in his specially planned survey
of the whole domain, he had seen clearly many of the
yet

I

which

points on

I insisted later,

and had found

him

points sufficient evidence to lead

such

in

views

to correct

respecting the complexity and variety of the sidereal

system.

Spencer's power

we

find a sufficient

tious objection

Every

of getting

answer

broad

at

general

somewhat cap-

to the

matters of detail he often errs.

that in

specialist, I suspect,

can find mistakes in Herbert

But

Spencer's detailed references to special subjects.

his

mistakes are never such as to affect the trulh of his gen-

One might

views.

eral

as

reasonably consider them

defects in his philosophy, as one

of some continent or country that

and villages

might object
it

pictured

to a

survey

cities,

towns,

though not one of them

as circles,

is

pre-

cisely circular in shape.
It

that

however,

is,

as

Herbert Spencer

a

founder of a school

is

chiefly

is

The

in

disliked (nay, hated) by those

ethical

this

those which they

owe

who

character

who do

system of Herbert Spencer

discrimination between the duties
selves and

ot ethics

honored by those

understand and love his philosophy,

cannot understand him.

in the vast

I

new

be

that he

and

when

or accepted

1 had a noteremark made
(either bv Youmans or Fiske, I forget which) at the
Spencer banquet in New York a few years ago: "In
every department of inquiry even the most zealous
specia'ists must take the ideas of Herbert Spencer into
consideration."
After long and careful study specially

worthy

ment, of that universal law, unlimited alike

periods in small aggregates,

Humboldt adopted

In this particular matter

erroneous views.

space,

ing- itself during- short

subjects of astronom-

all

research, the architecture ol the stellar system,

ical

In

Darwin—

deals can be rightly inter-

it

well as the highest of

ficult, as

truths

extends. Thus, comparing Spencer even with
of biology

which escaped the notice

preted, Spencer reasoned justly respecting the most dif-

he sees

in that

and recognizes the relation of its region of inquiry
much wider domain over which his own philosophy

Newton

before the facts with which

details of that special sub-

to the

the

departments of research, to note

in

he has been enabled, by mere clear-

To take astronomv, for example, a subject which, more
perhaps than anv other, requires long anil special study

PROCTOR.

am more moved by

I

how

of the very leaders in those special subjects of inquiry.

In considering the philosophy of Herbert Spencer,
scarcely

work

bert Spencer's

ness of insight, to discern truths

HERBERT SPENCER AS A THINKER.

I

predominating, now in this region of space, and now
in that, as local conditions determ ne."
Yet one cannot but pause when contemplating Herwith wonder

(to be continued.)

H5

not and

in its careful

men owe
to others,

to

them-

is

far in

completing itself in periods -which are i?nmeasurable
by human thought is, so far as ive can sec, universal

advance of that system, which many, calling it " Christian teaching," fondly imagine to be a system of pure

and

altruism.

eternal,

each

alternating phase

of the process

To

these

dreamers the system taught

in

—
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Data of Ethics seems comparatively selfish
tinctured at least by what they call worldly wisdom,
in a tone implying that wisdom belonging to another
world than ours must be much better for us than wisdom only useful here. One would not willingly speak
with contempt of teachings which had their origin in

would thrive

the minds of earnest and unselfish men, anxious to teach
" Come unto me,
their fellows the secret of happiness.

which

Spencer's

ye that labor and are heavy laden," was their cry
ages before the time of Christ, "and I will give you
and rest was to be found as it seemed to them
rest,"
love of others, in disregard of

self, in

forgiveness

taking no thought for the morrow.

of injuries, and in
Poverty was no longer to be held a reason for disquiet;
meekness and humility were to be regarded as chief

amono- the virtues,

and men were

to

deem themselves
of them and they

few

unresisted, and

trusts the

welfare of the thoughtless to the care

The most
teaching

of Spencer's moral

characteristic feature

much

found, however, not so

is

inculcates as in the account

of conduct, and especially of our ideas in regard to
is

morally right and morally wrong.

Spencer's philosophy has

lies

has set as the great

small as not to be worth considering.

last to follow it have been those who have seemed most
earnest in teaching it, and who, indeed, have doubtless

been very earnest

in

teaching

it

a doctrine for others to follow,
to

to others, seeing that, as
it

commends

itself

If the ethical

the least altruistic minds.

most

doctrine

taught by Herbert Spencer had no other claims to our
regard it would be worthy of our warmest esteem in
this, that it is a system in which precept and practice can

be reconciled.
unselfishness.

It is
It

is

not a system which selfishly teaches
not a system

which teaches

as a

It does not enjoin men
duty the setting aside of duty.
It
to seek their own comfort by rewarding iniquity.

does not

tell

men that neglect of self is
a way of escaping trouble.

because it is
ing, " Resist not evil,"

it

teaches that

a virtue

merely

Instead of sayit

is

each man's

duty to resist wrong-doing to the uttermost in so far as
lies

within his power; not

as

moved by anger

or

hate (unless where anger and hate are necessary
ments of strenuous opposition to evil), but because

by

his

work, the

has

—

this

being true not only of

which seem good in themselves, but of others
which seem the reverse, precisely as the attractive and
preservative qualities of various forms of

the wolf

ity so

all

rules

amono- men who follow this particular way
peace and quiet, it may be said with truth, " Blessed are
the poor in spirit," for they and they alone can inherit
and enjoy the kingdom of heaven as thus imagined.

The very

what

here that

by which the conduct of men should be
shown that all the rules by which the
conduct of men actually is guided have had their origin

He

guided.

by turning the right cheek to him who
left; by yielding the cloak to him who has taken the
coat; by going two miles with him who would have
And most assuredly
forced you to go with him but one.

It

is

application of the principles of evolution to the discus-

vegetable

—

It

chief defect in the

its

He

eyes of the shallow-minded.

in processes of evolution,

In one sense this ethical system needs no attacking.
never has been adopted or followed save by a minor-

it

chief interest for thought-

its

minds, while also herein

ful

should do to you," is at least a rule by which much
unhappiness may be avoided by the individual man,

to secure

what

in

gives of the origin of rules

it

sion of the rules

has smitten the

children

of the provident.

towards content and therefore towards happiness. The
golden rule of Hillel (Confucius gave it in the same
negative form) "Do not to others what ye would not

A

'

are forgiven) for that careless disregaid of the future

object he has had in view throughout

kind of
unphilosophical as the rule may be in itself.
secured
may
be
happiness,
peace, and with it a kind of

young

the uncultured can be forgiven (even as

happy when their fellows spoke ill
Doubtless herein lay one way
were evil entreated.

men

among men

evils

worthier ethical system teaches that only the savage and

all

in the

if

can be destroyed unless zealously opposed. So far from
telling men to take no thought for the morrow, this

life

had their origin

which seem unpleasant and

as those

ferocity of the lion

is

animal and

in evolution as certainly

destructive.

The

as surely a product of evolution as

the gentleness of the gazelle; the cowardly cruelty of

life

came

into existence

as surely as the

man's best friend

through the struggle for

courage and self-devotion of the dog,

among

The

the animals.

sense of loy-

and duty, of good faith and justice, grows stronger
communities advance from savagery toward the bet-

alty
as
ter

forms of

civilization.

To

recognize this growing

sense of right and duty as a product of evolution

necessary step toward recognizing the

the development of the better rules of conduct

But

encouraged.

to the

lower and

less

is

a

ways by which

may

be

reasoning types

mind these views of conduct seem degrading. They
would rather imagine virtue to be some ethereal essence

of

not depending on reasoning but on the emotions, not a

product of development but of some divine creative
force.

As

reasonably might the health of body be so

regarded, and

all

that the study of the

taught of the dependence

regarded as degrading

What

to the

of health

human body
on

has

regimen be

higher man.

has been the outcome of Herbert Spencer's

moral philosophy? What has been the lesson resulting
from his pursuance of what he has described as " his
ultimate purpose, lying behind all proximate purposes," the recognition of " a
principles of right and

ele-

take

evil

by man

it

wrong

scientific
in

conduct

that he has obtained the best
to the vain yet

basis
at

for

large?"

the
I

answer yet gained

ever-recurring question, " Is

life

—
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worth

living ?"

the whole,

I

am

not concerned to decide whether, on

gain or a

a

life is

loss.

It

Spencer's ethical system really depends on

that

The

such decision.

me

does not seem to

any

regards conduct, would

results, as

be the same (whatever the difference in our estimate of
whether life were, on the whole, a blessing

their value)

on the whole, the reverse.

or,

Mullocks of

his day,

"It

Hillel

answered the

ask whether

idle to

is

life is

worth living-, seeing that we live." Even so Spencer may
answer those who question whether an ethical system
depending on the struggle for life, is worthy of adop-

The

tion.
all

struggle for

question whether

whether with time

good

may

life

or

or bad, of

may

all

made

not be

safely put

away

childish things and man-like learn

FREE-THOUGHT

ENGLAND.

IN

BY HYPATIA BRADLAUGH BONNER.
In 1SS3 the state of the law relating to
in

England

much

attracted

blasphemy

public attention.

In

the

— happiness as a means, happiness as the chief end.*

Ramsey and Kemp
were tried before Mr. Justice North and a common jury
for having published a blasphemous libel.
They were

should touch on the question

convicted and sentenced to scandalously heavy terms of

Supreme Power

imprisonment. Later in the same year Mr. Bradlaugh
was prosecuted with Messrs. Foote and Ramsey and
tried before Lord Chief Justice Coleridge and a special
jury.
Mr. Bradlaugh was tried separately and acquitted.
As in his case it was merely the question of publication

the happiness of others as a duty to self as well as to

It

remains only that

of belief in a future

I

life

and

faith in a

outside ourselves, as presented by

Herbert Spencer, or

That Spencer
nowhere describes as known what is and must ever
remain unknowable, need hardly be said. It is the
rather as suggested in his philosophy.

mode

essence of his
to see

and

of thinking that he strives always

He nowhere

to describe things as they are.

though he shows
abundantly the nothingness of the evidence on which
the common belief in a future life has been basedy. And,
in like manner, he nowhere denies the possibility of a
personal deity, though he repeatedly insists on the inherent folly of all those teachings which are based on
imagined knowledge, not only of the personality of an
Almighty Power, but of the nature of that power's perHis whole doctrine is sumsonal plans and purposes.
marized in the thought that
Under the appearances which the universe presents
to our senses, there persists unchanging in quantity,
but ei'er-ckanging in form and ever-transcending
human know/edge and conception, an u>iknoivn and
uuknozvable power, which ive are obliged to recognise
denies the possibility of a future

and

as without limit in space

life,

zvithout begiiuiing or

in time.

True, as

the

suggested, there

under
in

may

better

—

end

say truth, the religion of

to

" to suffer and be strong;."

opinion

and happier. The outcome of Spencer's philosophy
remains — that happiness is to be sought by each the
happiness of self as a duty to others as well as to self,

them

— though,

humanity which positivism calls on us to accept fails no
less completely (for the thought that there have been
great human minds affords no comfort under great
human trials). But we are to consider that when races
of man are passing through childhood the comforts
found in contradictory theologies are real enough as
comforts, vain though they are as philosophy; while
races which have reached the fullness of their manhood

goes on independently of

life

life is

man and God,
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affliction

positivist,

is

here

Foster, in the pa^cs of

Frederick

Harrison,

has

thought none of that comfoit

which the childhood

of religion found

interventions of priesthood between

the pretended
* I repc.it just

in this

what

my

I

wrote, umier the assumed

name

monthly magazine, Knowledge, and

Youmans

of

Thomas

whatmv

friend

knowing I was the author, in the
Popular Science Monthly, where possibly some readers of these page^ may
have noticed the passage, A somewhat amu>ing result of the appearance of the
Foster papers was that I, as Richard A. Proctor, was requested by an admirer
the late Prof. E. S.

reprinted, not

of Spencer (the Rev. MinotJ. Savage) to meetmyself as Thomas Foster, at
a Spencerian gathering.
f Common opinion, in matters depending on individual judgment, is absolutely certain where decision is difficult to be cot mon error.

—

—

March of

that year Messrs. Foote,

and not of the matter published that was tried, no
ment of the law of blasphemy was then made, but

Ramsey

case of Messrs. Foote and

statein

the

was the character

it

of the published matter and not the fact of publication
that the court

was

upon

called

decide.

to

The Lord

Chief Justice stated his view of the law in his summing
up and this created such an extraordinary impression

among

was

the public and

of the judges that he

felt

so

much

called

questioned by

upon

to publish

some
it

in

pamphlet form.
In his summing up Lord Coleridge said that the law
grows and Christianity is no longer " part of the law of
laid down most distinctly that
blasphemy is in the manner of attacking
Christianity and not in the attack itself; the offense lies
in the form and not in the substance.
It is " absolutely
untrue," he said, that the mere denial of Christianity is
a blasphemous libel; the denial of the truth of the
Christian religion is not alone enough to constitute the
" If the decencies of controversy
offense of blasphemy.

the land;"

all

through he

the offense of

be observed even the fundamentals of religion

may be

attacked without a person being guilty of a blasphemous
libel."

In concluding his

summing up Lord Coleridge

turned to the jury and bade them take the publications

them, "

you think they are permissible
you will find the
*
* but if you think
defendants not guilty, *
that they do not come within the most liberal and
largest view that anyone can give of the law as it exists
now, then find them guilty."
and look
attacks

at

on the

if

religion of the country
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Such an expression of opinion on the law relating to
blasphemy coming as it did from so high an authority
as the Chief Judge of England, caused much discussion
and the unlearned, and in the
following March an article on the subject appeared in
the Fortnightly Review, from the erudite pen of Mr.
Mr. Justice Stephen while admiring
Justice Stephen.

among

the

botli the learned

summing

up, feared " that

merits

its

ferred illogically to the law which

down, and

may

that thus a

trans-

expounds and lays

humane and enlightened judgment

tend to perpetuate a bail

public attention from

it

may be

its

defects.

law by diverting the
The law I regard as

and fundamentally bad."
Mr. Justice Stephen accepted Blackstone's definition
of the offense of blasphemy* as accurate, and quoted
from several of the leading authorities in support of
He disliked the law profoundly anil
his opinion.
also so thoroughly that in order that other people
essentially

how bad

was, he determined to state it
it
naked deformity." He pointed out that
a large part of our most serious and most important literature of the day is illegal; the selling or
lending of Comte's Positive Philosophy, of Renan's Vie
de Jesus is punishable by fine and imprisonment. He

might

"

see

in its natural

took

a particular instance to

of the law

home

bring the revolting nature

The

"

to his readers.

late

Mr. Greg,"

he said, " was not only a distinguished author but an
eminent and useful member of the Civil Service. I
suppose he was educated as a Christian, and no one
could have a stronger sympathy with the moral s.'de of
In every one of his

Christianity.

truth of the Christian

history

is

works the

historical

denied, and so

is

the

Divine authority of the Old and New Testament. If
he had been convicted of publishing these opinions, or

even of expressing them to a friend in private conversation, his appointment would have become void and he
would have been adjudged incapable and disabled in law
to hold any office or employment whatever;' in a word
he would have lost his income and his profession. Upon
a second conviction, he must have been imprisoned for
three years and incapacitated, among other things, to
About this there neither is
sue or accept any legacy.
nor can be any question whatever." Mr. Justice Stephen concluded his able article by urging the repeal of
the blasphemy laws.
The learned judge was followed by other less able
writers on both sides, but it was largely felt that while
Lord Coleridge had given a "humane and enlightened "
presentment of the law, Mr. Justice Stephen had given
an uncomfortably accurate one. This view has been
authoritatively taken by the Queen's Bench division of
'

the

Pankwas held by Mr. Baron
Manisby that a mere denial

High Court of Justice in
Thompson, in which

hurst vs.

Huddleston and Mr. Justice
of Christianity was an indictable offense without reference to the manner of the denial.

and

The

fourth

species of offense, therefore, more immediately against

bill

into the

is

that

M.

P.,

has-

present Parliament on lines

Mr. Justice Stephen, for "the abolition of
prosecutions against laymen for the expression of

drafted by

The

opinion on matters of religion."

bill is

powerfully-

backed by Mr. Illingworth and Mr. Crossley, leadingNonconformists, and Mr. Bernard Coleridge, son of the
Lord Chief Justice, whose recent visit to the United
States will have made his name familiar to the Ameiican.
public.
Mr. Courtney Kenny is himself a most able
man, and was for a long time law lecturer at Downing

When

College, Cambridge.
mittee there

is

the

one clause which

bill

will,

gets into

com-

without doubt, be

opposed by some of those who are otherwise friendly
to the bill, probably by Mr. Bradlaugh at least.
The

which I refer is the
"any person who, with the
clause to

religious feelings

third,

which provides that
wounding the

intention of

any person or persons,

of

shall

in

any public place utter any word, or make any gesture,,
or exhibit any object within the hearing or sight of any
person or persons, whose religious feelings are likely
be thereby wounded, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor; and on being convicted thereof, shall be lia-

to

ble to fine or imprisonment, or both, as the court

may

award, such imprisonment not to exceed the term of
one year"

borrowed from the Indian code,,
it has worked very well in
where
there
are
Mohammedans,
Hindoos and other
India,
opposing sects, and where it has prevented the Christian missionary from making himself too offensive to
But it is not at all likely that such a clause
the natives.
work
well
here in England, where the circumwould
are
entirely
different; on the contrary it opensstances
so
This provision

and there

out the

The

is

no doubt that

is

way

to

bill

is

much
down

possibility of evil.

for

its

second reading for July

I,,

but the coercion legislature for Ireland introduced by the

government, and the debates on the never-ending Irish
difficulties take

Commons,
chance

up

so

much

that private

this session.

At

of the time of the

members'

bills

House

have very

of

little

present, therefore, Free-thinkers,

and Unitarians still remain under a law which threatens
them with fine and imprisonment wheneverthey unburden

minds on the subject of religion. It is, of course, a
well-known fact that Atheistic and Unitarian publica-

their

tions are issued daily,

and yet they are not prosecuted.
to the prosecutions of

1S83

God

blasphemy against the Almightv by denying his being or
of our Savior Christ.
Whither
also may be referred all profane scoffing at the Holy Scripture or exposing it to
contempt or ridicule."
religion,

providence, or by contumelious reproaches

Kenny,

Consequently Mr. Courtney
introduced a

So much obloquy attached
*

the recent case of

it

that they are not likely to be indulged in very often;,

nevertheless the law
is

is

there to enforce

the evil will to enforce

it.

whenever there

Before the Foote and

THE OPKN
Ramsey

-

prosecutions people said the law

was

obsolete,
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Mr. Jesse Collings.

formists and

charge of the Oaths

John Simon had
former Parliament,

Sir

and pooh-poohed the idea of it being pleaded in a court
of law today; but it was pleaded, and by its minister,
Mr. Justice North, dealt out to Mr. Foote the severe
penalty, the savage punishment of twelve months'

before Mr. Bradlaugh was permitted to take his seat in
the House of Commons, but his bill was far less com-

imprisonment.

now Recorder

of Liverpool,

Another important bill affecting the position of FreeEngland is also before the present Parliament, namely the bill " to amend the law as to oaths."
It consists merely of three short paragraphs which are

charge of the

bill

as follows:

the borough of

thinkers in

Every person

1.

shall

be permitted to make his solemn

affirmation instead of taking an oath in

poses where an oath

is

all

places and for

all

pur-

or shall be required by law, which affirma-

same force and effect as if he had taken the
any person making such affirmation shall wilfully,
falsely, and corruptly affirm any matter or thing which, if disposed on oath, would have amounted to wilful and corrupt
tion shall be of the

oath; and

and punishment

in all respects as if

he had committed wilful and

the

in

Mr. Hopwood, Q. C,
was the first person to have

prehensive than the present one.

which arose out of the objections

made for political purposes by the Tory party, first to
Mr. Bradlaugh's taking an affirmation of allegiance
when he entered the House as duly elected member for
ing" the oath.
had no right

Northampton, and next,

The

to his " profanjudges decided that Mr. Bradlaugh

and the Tories, supported by a

to affirm

number of weak

Liberals and by the whole of the Irish

How-

party, determined he should not take the oath.

if

perjury, he shall be liable to prosecution, indictment, sentence

Bill

ever, bigotry

—whether

— was

purposes

or

real

vanquished

at

knows, Mr. Bradlaugh is now
doin^ his full share of work.

assumed for political
last, and as everyone
sitting

House

the

in

corrupt perjury.

Every such affirmation shall be as follows:
A.B., do solemnly, sincerely, and truly declare and
affirm," and then proceed with the words of the oath prescribed
by law, omitting any words of imprecation or calling to witness.
3. This Act may be cited as the Affirmative Act, 1S87.
2.

"

was introduced on the first day of the
Parliamentary by Mr. Charles Bradlaugh and has been
This

down

for

bill

second reading a great

its

however,

It has,

the

a host

common enemy

to all

is

Irish

coercion measure with

then the Oaths

Bill

has

its

own

Roman

hands

opposing the Atheist.

his bill

down

Catholic and

every night

in

home

all its

enemies;
in

many

times already.

of enemies to contend with,

there

legislation

first

— the

attendant troubles;
particular

religious

ultra- Protestant

join

Mr. Bradlaugh puts
the hope that it may come

on but as regularly as he puts it down so regularly is it
" blocked " by Mr. de Lisle, a Roman Catholic, or by

Mr. Johnston, an ultra-Protestant and violent opponent
of Mr. Gladstone's Home Rule Bill for Ireland, or some
There is a rule in the
other blind intolerant zealot.
House known as "the half-past twelve rule" which
provides that opposed measures shall not be taken after
half-past twelve at night, and

when a member goes
name down as opposer

through the form of putting his
bill, he is said to have " blocked " it because he has
prevented it from being taken after half-past twelve.

to a

It

is

MIND-READING, ETC.

I,

exceedingly unlikely that an ordinary

come on

bill

before that hour unless there should be

would
some

break-down in the appointed business for the night.
The Oaths Bill is backed by Sir John Simon, a Jew;
Mr. Courtney Kenny, whom I have already mentioned
Mr.
as the introducer of the bill against blasphemy
Burt, the trusted representative of the Northumberland
miners; Mr. Coleridge, the son of the Lord Chief
Justice; Mr. Illingworth, a very prominent English Dissenter; Mr. Richard, leader of the Welsh
Noncon-

MINOT

The

J.

SAVAGE.

editors of this paper ask

me

for an article con-

taining " the results of your, observation and experience
in

regard to mind-reading."

Now

be suddenly called on for

to

about any subject

is

the comfort, to be sure, of feeling that

him long

to tell,

one knows

all

somewhat embarrassing.

One has
not take

will

it

and the cost of paper will be so

much

would be should he attempt to tell all he does
not know.
But still there are so many things one half
knows, or thinks he knows, though as yet he can give
no scientific proof. Then one wants to give so manyreasons for not knowing more, or for opinions that as
yet are not quite certain.
No, it is no easv task to tell
even the little that one knows.
less

than

it

Then

there

is

another thing that concerns these

in-

members of

vestigations on the border-land, that the

the Society for Psychical Research do not take sufficient

account of.
committees

any

facts

ment.

But

Through
call

to
it

circulars,

and

in

other ways, the

loudly for evidence, asking

all

who have

submit them for examination and judghas happened, through

my known

interest

and sympathetic treatment of these questions, that
large numbers of cases have come to my knowledge
that the Society will never hear of. And the reason for
in

this

ought

to

be noted.

And

public investigators ought

to take account of th's reason.

that nothing

is

going on because

the inspection of those

The

;

who

call

No
it

one should suppose
is

not submitted to

loudest for

it.

reason for keeping these things back

is

two-

fold:
1.

Many

of the things that occur are of a private,

personal character.

be

so.

Such things

It is

quite natural that this should

are held as sacred.

People would
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seem

not ignore

its

claims

to the world.

ludicrous.

Then

2.

the attitude of the investigators

most unfortunate one.
absurd for a

it is

often a

me

has always seemed to

It

man

is

that

investigate a thing, the very

to

be

scientific in these inquiries are simply
Their demands and their proposed tests
as absurd as would be the position of a man

as soon publish their private griefs as give these things

to

to me
who would

net believe

which he denies before he begins. If a
man does not believe of course he gives no testimony in
"
favor. If he does believe he is treated as a "crank and

through a

one knows
he is to be met in this spirit that he will be looked on
as a lunatic, to be treated with a superior kind of pity and

the same as

possibility of

his testimony

is

So long

ruled out.

tbat

as

—

"You

tenderness, or with the blunt brutality that says,
may mean all right, but you are a fool " so long circu-

asking for information will be likely to find the

have taken the liberty of heading

I

article

this

"Etc" shall
be the larger part of it. Or, to speak more accurately,
I wish to make it an open door through which I may
go out and wander through this border-land at will.

"Mind Reading, Etc"

mean

I

that the

That mind-reading, thought-transference, or someMy purpose
thing quite as inexplicable is true 1 know.
in this article then will be to

I

wish,

am

say, to

I

make

much

so

me

it

clear

more than

not ready to publish

of facts that lead

make

clear that here

can.

if I

is

a

people.

the. attention of rational

problem that challenges

And

yet

I

hints or fragments

to express the certainty to

which

I

things, but for a

little

unbiassed study of conditions,

would be

rational in other

Now

few

for a

hints as to the kinds of facts that

need to be explained.

The mind-reading committee

of the English Society

for Psychical Research thinks tbat the fact of thought-

has been established.

Their experiments,

however, are before the public; and all those interested
can review their work and pass judgment on it at will.

The thoroughness

work has been questioned

of their

and their conclusions impeached.
inclined, however, to accept the fact itself as

on

this side the Atlantic,

I

am

my

But

established.

acceptance

perhaps, on the evidence they

am

based not so much,

is

my own

much evidence
some

When

experience.

as

special case that

was

once a general truth

may

be reported.

good deal impressed

a

seemed very wonderful.

is

a scandal

both to

persons asserting that wonderful psychic facts are of
Their statements are either true or

daily occurrence.

If false, here

false.

which

The

it

is

is

least

at

worth while

a

huge delusion from

these people be set free.

that

statements of these persons are accepted without
And these things are
all other subjects.

question on

not like one's theological opinions, that are taken on
faith, and that those who disbelieve them are accustomed
to

tacitlv

open

I

are

offered

am aware

facts

as

that a

that are

few persons,

half-and-half sort of way, arc investigating, but

in a

seems
If

They

ignore.

to investigation.

to

me

that

something more than

this

needed.

is

these asserted facts take place then they change our

scientific theories of

human

nature and

human

destiny.

and more important things

If not then there are other

engage oir thought and time. I believe then
this is a question worthy the most serious attention.

to

But

my

experience

investigators leads
in

it

me

with

so-called

that

"odds

deacons," so there are odds In "scientific" investiga-

tors.

Some

bundles of

of

them arc

prejudices

scientific;

and

and others are such

preconceptions

that

many

W.

of Mr.

Irving

private experiments with

But Mr. Montague

(one of the editorial staff of the Globe of this city) has
duplicated

nearly

all

claims that he does

it

ance of the subject.

of Mr. Bishop's wonders, and
by means of the unconscious guidI do not feel quiet sure that all of

Mr. Bishop's work can be explained

way.

And

giving

satis-

in this

on any of these things

do
factory proof of actual thought-transference.

yet

not rely

I

I

will

now

rences that, to

some

as

give a few brief hints of some occur-

my

mind, establish the fact that there are

things for which our present theories of

man and

nature furn sh no explanation.

The facts of hypnotism are somewhat familiar to
those who have given any attention to this class
But not

studies.

all

these,

I

think, are

aware

that

all

of

some

hypnotic subjects are clairvoyant and can see and report
things with which even the operator
private experiments in

During
powers have been exercised,

not acquainted.

is

my own

for

which

study, strange
I

know

of no

explanation.

"scientific"

to think that, as there are

that

have had

one time, with the

at

him

I

is

mind, he does not require so
he did before to lead him to accept

scientific theories.

are thousands of sane

I

own

established in one's

I

Here

fact that

sure that things quite as wonderful have occurred in

Bishop.

present condition of affairs

on the

offer, as

so-called mind-reading experiments

The

—

departments of

study.

have given utterance. But the principal thing that reasonable people need at present to know is that there are
facts that as yet find no place in our generally accepted

science and philosophy.

would

it

fence instead of a wire.

rail

transference

waste-basket.

because

in electricity

laws and, just to please him, work

plead then, not only for an investigation of these

I

—

lars

own

their

Then,

as

the

result

of private experiments,

sure of the manifestation of

move

physical objects.

The

some

force that

is

I

am

able to

circumstances have been

such that no muscular pressure, conscious or unconscious,
could account for the movements.

.

THE OPEN
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I

acquainted with no end of cases where people

have been told things that the persons who told them
(or through whom they were told?) did not know.
More than once I have had a person hold an
unopened letter in her hand and tell me about the one
who wrote it in the most detailed and unmistakable way.
In sitting with a personal friend, not a recognized or

medium," I have, over and over again, been
it was impossible the friend should ever
have known.

public "

told things that

And

— most unaccountable of

same

friend

time

in

me

tell

all

—

I

have had

this

of things that were occurring at the

another State, and concerning which neither of

have had any knowledge.
These have been so personal and peculiar as to make
all theories of guess-work or coincidence so extremely
improbable that impossible seems the proper word to

by any

us could,

possibility,

use.

To

tell

the story of

would require

a

Are they

ing?

are facts

I

my

telepathy

experiments

Are

volume.

What

?

any fulness

in

these things mind-read-

are they

That they

?

know.

COURT.

poet-President signed in 1S48 the decree that freed

all

were

at-

the slaves of the French colonies, and his eyes
tracted

by the resemblance of Lamartine's face

Probably his two meetings with M. Victor SchoelWilliam Lloyd Garrison of France, left a
deeper impression on Mr. Douglass' mind than any
other event that happened to him while in Paris, for it
was Senator Schoolcher's long and indefatigable efforts
that finally secured the abolition of negro servitude in
I was present when this grand
the French possessions.
old octogenarian recounted the history of his life work,
cher, the

which seemed

to carry

helium struggle

flict in

BY THEODORE STANTON.

celebrated orator and reformer on

propose in this

many and

different

letter to report discreetly

why I so much like France and the French," he
to me one day, " is because the negro is not the butt

of ridicule here as he
are no minstrel

Luxembourg

is

in the

There
the Louvre and

United States.

questions about the anti-slavery con-

our country, with which he

that the

find

I

is

'1

No Frenchman

from the

girls

ever snickers

the black

at

face that sets off the parti-colored handkerchief."

When

Mr. Douglass stood in front of Gustave Dora's statue of
Alexandre Dumas, on the Place Malesherbes, the artistic

monument

membered how this son
a word or written a line

of
in

failed to
a

move him.

He

re-

negress had never spoken

defense of his mother's race.

" Let us go and see the statue of Lamartine," he ex-

lass

cared but

afternoon;

"he

said

some

fine

things."

reached the Place Lamartine Mr. Douglittle

for the masterly

way

in

which the
dog and

sculptor has grouped the legs of the chair,

man

;

his

is

remarkably well

Mr. Lincoln's course.
Thereupon Mr. Douglass defended Mr. Lincoln, explained to M. Schcelcher the difficult position in which

acquainted, and criticised severely

was

the President
these words:

placed, and closed his apology with

"Mr. Lincoln was

better inside than out-

The

tells

many

interesting anecdotes

of

following one he very naturally enjoys

During the war Mr. Douglass was paying
White House, when
Governor Buckingham, of Connecticut, was announced.
Mr. Lincoln thereupon called out to the servant in his
" Tell Governor Buckingham to
high-pitched tone
wait; 1 want to have a good talk with Mr. Douglass."
"And we did have a good talk," said Mr. Douglass as
he told us the anecdote the other day, " for Mr. Lincoln
his respects to the President at the

:

me half an hour longer. This circumstance made
an impression on me, for not often in my life have I
kept a Governor waiting, and a ' War Governor at
kept

'

that."

delphia gathering to represent the city of Rochester,

at

becoming headgear of the natty peasant

And when we

ante

Schcelcher

he

and

esque features of the boulevards and classed with the

claimed one

to the

here considered one of the pictur-

in Paris,

public treats the African as an equal fellow-being.

qualities of the

M.

"The delegates to the famous Union Convention
held in August, 1S66," continued Mr. Douglass, " didn't
I was sent to that Philatreat me like Mr. Lincoln.

shows

Galleries and elsewhere

occasional bandana

provinces.

States.

recounting:

some of his sayings and doings.
Mr. Douglass, even amidst the new attractions of
an European capital, never seems to forget that he is
the champion of an oppressed race. " One of the reasaid

Mr. Douglass back

the United

in

many

then asked

Lincoln.

During the recent sojourn of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick
Douglass in Paris it was my good fortune to meet the

sons

to that

of Lincoln.

Mr. Douglass

I

1

side."

FREDERICK DOUGLASS IN PARIS.

occasions, and

iS

mind was dwelling on the

fact

that

the

my

I was met by a combegged me not to enter
They dwelt upon an important election

but before reaching

destination

mittee that boarded the train and
the convention.

then pending in Indiana, spoke of the conservative delegates to the convention, and expressed fear that the pres-

ence of a colored

But

man would

and send home

crats
I

give Indiana to the

a certain

number of

Demo-

the members.

declined to return to Rochester, being convinced

that the fears of the committee

were not well founded,

and results proved that I was correct. When we were
forming in procession to march to the hall, I noticed
Even Henry Wilson
that everybody was afraid of me.
was reserved. General Butler was almost the only man
who gave me a hearty welcome. As the delegates
paired off and

fell

into line,

it

looked for a

moment

as
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!5 2
though

I

not the

should have to walk by myself.

first

time that

I

But

had stood alone and so

I

was

it

was

not

As the band struck up and the
volume moved off an arm was suddenly locked in mine
and I found Theodore Tilton at my side. And I must
add that all through the streets of Philadelphia it was
Theodore Tilton and his humble companion who
awakened the most enthusiasm and cheers."
When Mr. Douglass came to Paris it was but natural, therefore, that he should hunt up his old friend, and
troubled on this score.

the tall forms and silvered hair of Frederick Douglass
and Theodore Tilton have, during the past autumn,
attracted scarcely less attention on the boulevards
of the French capital than their well-known faces
did

twenty

just

Quaker

years

ago

on

They have gone

City.

the

the

of

streets

together to St. Cloud,

to the Palace of the Archives, to the Trocadin

Museum

and to many of the other interesting spots in and
" You should have seen our astonaround Paris.
ished Frederick on the top of Notre Dame," wrote

Mr.

me

Tilton to

last

"

November.

Coming

unexpect-

grotesque presence of the grinning gar-

edly' into the

goyles!

In fact these fantastic figures are the merriest

company

of imps,

I

have met

demons, goblins and good devils that

this cheeriest

in

of

cities.

all

The

true

Comedie Francaise is on top of Notre Dame!"
Although Mr. Douglass holds liberal views on
ligion, he did not confine his

to

visits

church-going while

paid to the outside of the edifices.

in

Paris

He was

at a

"

ful divine.

I

think

I

am Father

Hyacinthe's most

at-

Mr. Douglass said to me after his first
Sabbath in the little chapel in the Rue d'Arras; "and
he appears to be of the same mind, for I notice that he
keeps his e}es on me throughout most of his sermon.
I apprehend his thoughts, although I do not understand
his language, which proves that he is a true orator."
Father Hyacinthe finally learned who was this rapt worshiper, and invited him to tea.
The next morning we

tentive listener,"

were

seated

in

M.

Schcelcher's study waiting for the

when Mr. Douglass arose, stood behind
and began to develop his views on revealed

senator,
chair,

ligion

with

guage

that

said,

re-

clearness of thought and a flow of lan-

a

was

My only regret was

really remarkable.

that the audience

he

his

was

so small.

"

I

cannot understand,"

among other things, "how Father Hyacinthe
way in his religious evolution, and when I

stopped half
see

him

Church,

still
I

going through the service of the

reluctantly ask myself, can

lieves in this?"

"No,

it

Roman

be that he be-

of course he doesn't," interrupted

who

Schoelcher,

entered at this point; "it

We

were standing one day

is

only a

cher,

who

life,"

a confirmed atheist,

is

window discusM. Schoeland was a close friend

at his front

sing this question of a future

continued

"when I said to him: 'Noyv, what
would be the use of saving the soul of that stupid cabman passing there?'
None, whatever,' answered Victor Hugo; 'it is only such as you that I expect to see in
the next world.'
I
venture to say that Father Hyacinthe holds much the same view, if he were to express
what is in the bottom of his heart." "Father Hyacinthe said to me yesterday," interrupted Mr. Douglass,
" when I told him that I was coming to see you this
morning, 'Well, you are going to meet a man who
doesn't believe in heaven himself, but makes other peoof the dead poet,

'

ple believe in

"
it.'

Mr. Douglass delights

to revert to the anti-slavery

struggle, and his anecdotes of Phillips, Garrison and the

movement

other leaders in the abolition

are very enter-

We

were crossing the Pont St. Michel one
afternoon, when Mr. Douglass stopped in the middle
and looking down into the Seine, said: " When I came
up North from slavery I found the abolitionists declartaining.

ing the federal constitution to be a covenant with the
But, as soon as

Evil One.
re-

grand mass in Saint Eustache,but felt forced
to leave before the end of the ceremony.
"The superstition made me sad," he remarked, in extenuation of his
conduct.
He could, however, sit through Father Hyacinthe's service Sunday after Sunday, probably because
he was held by the fascinating oratory of this wonderpresent

M.

sentiment, just like Victor Hugo's idea of immortality.

we

situation, I felt that

I

could

my

got

make

eyes open to the

out a case standing

So

I differed with
them and
had got myself into trouble.
Mr. Garrison was especially hard on me. If you once

on the

constitution.

immediately found that

I

agreed with Garrison and then differed with him, your
position

was

a difficult one.

and

friends again

the abolitionist

I

also

come round

But

later

we became good

had the satisfaction of seeing
to

my way

of thinking."

We

were passing through the Passage de Choiseul
one evening, feasting our eyes on the rare books that
abound in the little shops when Mr. Douglass espied a
second-hand

windows.

violin

We

ment, looked

at

,

exposed

for

sale

in

one of the

entered, he asked the price of the instruit

carefully, tyvanged the strings and, as

we went out, thanked the merchant for his
" Why, do you know anything about the
asked of Mr. Douglass. "Certainly," was

politeness.
violin

?

"

his reply;

I

"I

good violin at home and often play on it. I
you the first time I ever took up this instruIt was during my sojourn in London directly
ment.
I was in very low spirits,
after my escape from slavery.
and as I yvas walking the streets of the vast English
capital in a most dejected mood, I noticed a violin in a
shop window just as I did that one a moment ago. In
the former instance, hoyvever, I purchased the instrument, returned to my hotel, where I remained four days,
shut up in my room, striving to become familiar with
my new friend. And when I came forth again, I had
have

a

must

tell

played myself

in tune."
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A

few nights

at a little

lass

met Mr. Doug-

after this conversation I

musical party where an amateur quartette

Having never seen him with a violin under
remembering
what had happened and what
and
his chin,
Choiseul, I hinted that Mr.
Passage
de
the
-was said in
performed.

Douglass be invited
tip the violin

with much

by the company,

took

and joined
must have done

separated, one
it

music displayed

it-

for

made

rose from the sofa,
in

airs

" Marseillaise," and then

Mr. Douglass' passion

He

self.

up the

we

Before

and feeling.

spirit

de-

first

at

finally

and rendered some plaintive Scotch

of the guests struck
-was that

He

play something.

to

clined, but, being pressed

national

this majestic

way

his

to the piano,

anthem

just as

he

war days when "John Brown"

in the

S3

fortunate period of the world's history to live

It is a

The

in.

l

no terrors for the dissenting

inquisition has

and no evangelical church prays to-day that God
will put a hook into the jaws of a liberal preacher, as
was besought by Park Street Church, in the case of

soul,

Theodore Parker. Let us be thankful.
Having achieved liberty what shall we do with
"

The

virtue

the struggle, not the pr'ze."

lies in

the right to declare our unbelief,

unbelief itself that
in trials
fire

was

is

we

if

Everv

precious.

hold

heresy under

manhood and moral courage.
touchstone

once successful the
faith has its saints

a

not the

it,

was evolved

sect

and persecution, and to cling to
a test of

who

lost

power.

its

it?

It is

But
Each

deserve their canonization, but

-was being sung.

traditional accepters of dearly established creeds are not

left Paris with considerable regret, for
here
many appreciative friends, both
found
he bad
English-speaking
exotics and the indigenous
among the

of necessity

Mr. Douglass

And

French.
its

people,

ments.

its

In

he had begun to take a strong liking to
customs,

deep

fact, so

streets

its
is

and

its

attachment for

this

monuthe French

public

capital that he intends to return here in the spring,

he

have completed

shall

now

is,

and have

Southern,

tour in Egypt,

his

Northern,

visited

as

he has just done

Mr. Douglass has seen Paris

Italy.

when

where he
in

its

somber autumnal and winter dress, and now he quite
naturally wishes to look upon it in its proverbial sum-

mer

brightness.

THAN CHRISTIANITY
BY W.

am

GARRISON,

L.

often led to speculate on the results follow-

religious

rejecting inherited

science

and free

or

in

avow

right of

the aid of

Where,
Supreme Being

established.

disbelief in a

immortality was to accept social ostracism,

lectual skepticism

or public

The

is

now no

bar to preferment

intel-

in socie'y

life.

right of unbelief

traditions,

The

dogmas has by

been

inquiry

thirty years ago, to

The

culmination.

its

is

and the victory

as sacred as that of crediting

is

well worth the fearful cost.

crimes perpetrated in the

name

of religion match

any committed for selfish ambition or national aggrandizement. But now we can be Baptists, Methodists,
Presbyterians,

Unitarians,

Spiritualists,

Catholics

or

Come-outers, having no formulated religious ideas at all,
or we may deny vehemently any foundation for a supernatural belief, and

still

keep our

flesh

The

has been heretofore.
to

embrace

a code of faith

question for one anxious

vital

Which produce^

"

is,

the best

We

must judge the tree by its fruit, and, comparing ourselves with followers of the creeds we have

lives?"

outgrown, can

we

affirm that our larger liberty has

more the children
healthful

of

mode

of comparison

sonality of the

workers

our belief that

human

made

light:

in the

is

study the per-

to

reforms of the day.

progress

It is

has always been cher-

advanced by the few laborers outside the
church more than by the many professors within it.
So, for the practical exemplars of religion, we turn our
eyes naturally to the humanitarian efforts which agitate

ished and

?

JR.

ing different theological beliefs. The prolonged battle
for religious freedom which gained its great impetus in
the Lutheran reformation, has in our generation and
country nearly reached

their place in the cate-

take

gory of other sects or creeds, and no cross is incurred by
professing them.
Thev are as likely to be the shibboleth of selfishness and ambition as church membership

A

DOES AGNOSTICISM PRODUCE BETTER RESULTS

They

claim them now.

us

Paris, April,

I

worthy of embalming.
Free religious ideas and agnosticism having won
toleration, it argues no saving grace or virtue to pro-

from the pincers

and the flames, retain a respectable character, be
cepted as good citizens and trusted as honest men.

ac-

society.

In benevolent attempts to relieve personal suffering,
religious societies

have never been wanting. On the
But their indifference

contrary, they have been active.

or antagonism

may

safely be

cal instead of palliative

when

counted upon

measures are aimed

at.

reform interferes with established customs and

radi-

Radical
interests.

These the church considers it her function to preserve,
She follows and claims the fruit of
or at least to shield.
the unselfish sowers of the seed.
are gathered

The

ripened sheaves

by her without compunction.

secuted the heretics she has

I

laving per-

ended with claiming the

merit of the accomplishment and

when

too late for the

reformer, appropriating him as a saint.

The never-ending battle for reform goes on
The great temperance movement; the

tofore.

woman's
results

as here-

cause of

most far-reaching in its
world began the Indian

political equality, the

of

any since the

;

problem the agiation for free trade and the abolition of the
blighting tariff; the problems of labor; the questions of
;

—
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social purity, capital punishment, prison reform; the
sublime advocacy of universal peace; in these and kin-

men and women

dred labors, are the
cipated in the van?

eman-

theologically

The Open
A

These are the touchstones of theo-

Court.

Fortnightly Journal.

logical belief.

men and

Alas,

move-

the temperance

brethren, in

ment it is necessary to acknowledge that we are overshadowed by earnest members of the church. The wonderful Women's Christian Temperance Union, organand wielded so masterfully by its able leaders,
adds little glory to our faction. Indeed the agnostics
who are on the side of the brewer and the distiller are
shamefully frequent.
In the woman's cause we have no

Published every other Thursday at 169 to 175 La Salle Street (Nixon
Building), corner Monroe Street, by

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
UNDERWOOD,

B. F.

The

reason to blush.
gious

On

And

allies.

the subject

ranks would miss the free
it

reli-

has

enment over the professed followers of the Prince of

The

Peace.

noble Russian, Tolstoi,

New

and fervor from the

who

gets his light

Testament, preaches anew the

rejected gospel of non-resistance, the one distinctive doc-

from the messiahs of

trine that distinguishes Jesus

other

Where

religions.

are

the

anti-Christians

all

who

reach so high a level as his?
In the other social

"workers

to

movements, 'who can assume the

be distinctively evangelical or otherwise?

stamp and may perIt is the custom to
sneer at and belittle him, chiefly by those who never
read his writings.
The generation is making up a
judgment of him which it will have to reverse, unless

Henry George wears no

sectarian

haps, be claimed by liberal thought.

principle, deep-thinking, the

unselfishness, devotion to

superb courage of unpopular convictions, and a spirit ot
humanity that underlies all, have ceased to be admirahle.
And this I say without being able to agree altogether with

vpeak

But men

of his ideas.

who

A.

UNDERWOOD,
Associate Editor.

The leading object of The Open Court
work of The Index, that is, to establish

basis of Science

and

is to
continue
religion on the

connection therewith it will present the
of this journal believes this
will furnish to others what it has to him, a religion which
embraces all that is true and good in the religion that was taught
in childhood to them and him.
Editorially, Monism and Agnosticism, so variously defined,
will be treated not as antagonistic systems, but as positive and
negative aspects of the one and only rational scientific philosophy,
which, the editors hold, includes elements of truth common to
all religions, without implying either the validity of theological
assumption, or any limitations of possible knowledge, except such
as the conditions of human thought impose.
The Open Court, while advocating morals and rational
religious thought on the firm basis of Science, will aim to substitute for unquestioning credulity intelligent inquiry, for blind faith
rational religious views, for unreasoning bigotrv a liberal spirit,
for sectarianism a broad and generous humanitarianism.
With
this end in view, this journal will submit all opinion to the crucial
test of reason, encouraging the independent discussion by able
thinkers of the great moral, religious, social and philosophical
problems which are engaging the attention of thoughtful minds
and upon the solution of which depend largely the highest interests of mankind.
While Contributors are expected to express freely their own
views, the Editors are responsible onlv for editorial matter.
Terms of subscription three dollars per vear in advance,
postpaid to any part of the United States, and three dollars and
fifty cents to foreign countries comprised in the postal union.
All communications intended for and all business letters
relating to The Open Court should be addressed to B. F.
Underwood, P. O. Drawer F, Chicago, Illinois, to whom should
be made payable checks, postal orders and express orders.
in

The founder

dare to
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28,

they truly think, are far too rare to be hastily

as

passed by.
F: ther

many

the

Monistic philosophy.

room for more of them.
of peace they show no superior enlightyet

SARA

Editor and Manager.

ized

But

match him comes that bold priest,
Theology, therefore, inspires neither.

to

McGlynn.

If free religion

is

to stand

for any

more than

a tran-

form of speculation, it must crystallize into practical
work. It must leave its impress not in shadowy meta-

sient

physics, but in the

erly love.

Until

work

it

superior wisdom

or

Emancipated from
to travel

before

human

of

does that
pride

itself

a creed,

we

shall

-which,

transcending

only of

its

all

it is

elevation and broth-

unbecoming
on

we have

its

yet

to

assume

liberal

views.

some

distance

enter fully into that temple

creeds

and professions, asks

worshipers that they love to eternal good-

ness and show

it

THE RELATION OF SCIENCE TO MORALS.
Knowledge
classified, in

increases

in

which form

usefulness
is

it

as

it

becomes

Viewed

called science.

separately, wit out reference to their
1

relations to

little

value to anybody.

Only when they are

classified

and their relations are grouped, and the processes called
laws which they indicate are understood, can we use

them

to the greatest advantage.

Without these general-

no comprehensiveness of thought,
no far-reaching plans or projects, no great intellectual or

izations there can be

moral achievements.

Man's

" pre-eminence

over the

beast " consists not merely in a special faculty, but

by helping their fellow men.

one

another and to the well-being of man, facts are of but

in his

be

knowledge, and in his greater capacity to acquire knowledge of his manifold relations to his environment. The coming man, compared with the man of

more praiseworthy, and

to-day will probablv be an intellectual and moral giant;

greater

Let us not listen to those who think we ought
angry with our enemies, and who belies e this
great and manly.

Nothing

is

nothing more clearly indicates a great and noble
than clemency and readiness to forgive. Anon.

to be
to

soul,

larger
will

knowledge

be

a

of himself and the

distinguishing

ways

characteristic.

of

True,

nature

mere
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no sure guarantee of moral character.
The results of ages of moral savagery ingrained in the
mental as well as in the physical constitution, may be

knowledge

is

more powerful determinants of conduct than the
lectual attainments of the individual,

intel-

added to the inher-

ited tendencies derived from a few hundred years of

Violence of passion, inborn

civilized life.

lack of sensibility even,

edge

may

blind a

him

to the rights, or render

man

selfishness, or

of great knowl-

indifferent to the suf-

A large knowledge of

ferings of his fellow-men.

many

minds that are lamentably
subjects
which
a more direct relation to
of
others
have
ignorant
conduct.
Many, too, have a theoretical knowledge of
matters of which they are so destitute of practical
knowledge, that they are unable to realize their real
significance.
Man has been learning through many
centuries, during which the horizon of his thought,
although gradually expanding has been, compared with
found

often

is

in

outlook to-day, very circumscribed.

his

possible to sever himself

mind

his

from the

Since

is

it

im-

he cannot divest

much less of their
make new channels of
act in a manner wholly consistent
knowledge, when it conflicts with

once of ancient

at

past,

beliefs,
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for his best interests,
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judged by his highest moral standin proportion as he is

follow that course

ard, he will

unhampered by traits, beliefs and tendencies which
dominated in those ages of savagery in which men, not
understanding their relations to each other, were
short-sighted, acted from impulse and were strangers to
the higher sentiments and the nobler motives which determine the conduct of the best

That men

coming

to

men

the past that virtue

in

can be clearly shown.

better

character and a vicious charactei

from

a

,

sufficiently evident

is

comparison of the ethical views of the best teachwith the best

ers of this age,

men

of to-day.

understand more fully than

is wisdom and vice is
That they now understand
than they did formerly what constitutes a virtuous

they did
folly

are

live

among

more morally now than

That

the ancients.
the past

in

is

evident

from a comparison of this age with that of Pericles or
Augustus, of Elizabeth or George III. That knowledge is increasing needs no proof. It is reasonable,
therefore, to expect moral progress in the future.
The belief's now very general, and likely to remain

results; nor can he in a day

a long time with a certain class, that the only true sup-

thought, or think or

port of morality

with newly acquired
beliefs that

of

life

his

him

to

as

a legacy.

and moral char-

intellectual attainments

any community.
It is, however, none the

hope

less true that the

in

only natu-

man's moral progress is in his undeniable capacity for knowledge,
to which, in the region
and his ability to
the
knowable,
limit
can
be
set,
of
no
ral basis for

in

—

—

knowledge and make

his

it

minister in count-

who

man

weakness of

and reasserts

to

his control

of the nineteeth century.

nately the influence of constantly increasing

from

when men

their

shall

human

become yet more eman-

bad inherited tendencies, they will be

able not only to discover truth

form more readily

more

easily, but

to con-

moral relations which it
between conviction and conduct
general, and creed and character more
the

to

Inconsistencies

must become

less

harmony with each
If a

Fortu-

knowledge

eradicating the results of ages of ignorance in

character; and

in

tions of the people out of
little

Conduct, influenced
than

which grew these dogmas, are

considered or entirely disregarded.

is

less

far

commonly supposed,

is

by theological

beliefs

determined by character,

condition, have contributed to the moral progress of the

to the

attests his presence

the civilized

'eveals.

while the unrecorded thoughts, hopes, fears and aspira-

their

even now too often reduced

cipated

basis

condition temporarily, by the brutality of the

is

and to develop and intensify those qualities of head and
heart which appear in a late period of his development,

is

were made the

in a real science,

of the pseudo-science of theology, the assumptions of
which stand out prominently in the history of the race;

— the product of factors furnished
civilized life

repress the savage instincts and traits of man's nature,

in

were systematized

by the countless milby surroundings
which are continually modifying character. Every observation, discovery and invention, and every act in the
life of man that has helped him to understand his relations, to enlarge his powers, to improve his physical

ways to his wants and welfare.
The whole tendencv of modern

savage,

of

has discovered in himself he has contemplated in God.
The elementary facts of anthropology, long before they

between

nascent

portion

We

come down

acter, conspicuous illustrations of which can be found

less

a

man's toilsomely acquired knowledge has been embodied
What man
in, or connected with theological dogmas.

should, therefore, expect on a priori grounds that dis-

methodize

masses because

the

have profoundly influenced the thought and
ancestors from whom the characteristics he

possesses have

parity

This belief

afforded by theology.

is

has plausibility for

man

other.

believes that a certain course of conduct

is

lions

who have

lived and died,

—and

race.

With

multiplied relations and increased complexity ot

social life,

man

is

placed in a greater variety of positions

and subject to far greater moral strain.
therefore, in

unknown

civilized

society of

to barbarians,

is

an

a

The

existence,

multitude of evils

unavoidable incident

in

growth of industrial
from savage life. Ac-

the evolution of institutions and the
pursuits that distinguish civilized

cording to

statistics,

Protestant districts

in

Germany

more fraud than Catholic districts; and the reason of this, evidently, is that more business is done in
exhibit

the former than in the latter.

In Catholic districts the
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*xcess
.are

of violence, because in those

in acts

is

more ignorance and poverty.
The more complex become

districts

man's

the

relations,

power

of resist-

ing temptation and yielding to the discipline of personal

power

strengthened, and the

The moral

good.

acceptance of what she considered to be her duty

sense, too,

is

of the will in restraining

making conduct conform
duty is augmented. The more
the more clearly must he see and

man knows

of science,

the more fully must he realize that morality is supreme
over everything else, because upon its embodiment in
character and conduct depends, more than upon any-

thing

the well-being of the race.

else,

"AN UNCONVERTED HEATHEN.'
was with

It

heartfelt regret that

we

read a few days

of the death on the 25th of February, at Poona,

.-ago

Anandabia Joshee, her death occurring

India, of Dr.
less than a

year after her successful graduation

Women's Medical College

IM. D. from the

where she had taken

phia,

years' course

three

a

an

as

of Philadelof

study.

One

May

afternoon in

ing room

the

of

New

Boston, Mass., with a

we

last,

little flutter

the coming of Dr. Joshee, for

Hindu woman and
life

were

waited

in the

the

known

at

A

a

woman's

fur

only a

brave, self-sacrificing and independent soul could have
left as

to

she had, husband, home, kindred and native land,

among

dwell

nation and

clime

for

those of a different race, color, language,

faith, in a

the

strange Ian

purpose of

J

and an uncongenial

becoming

better

fitted

to

elevate intellectually and alleviate physically the condi-

women
woman

tion of the

— and

a

of her

own

race

— and she so young

presently

entered

her visitor

ciation

a

graceful,

in quiet scrutiny.

to explain

in

The

face

creature, the

sought those of

occasion of the call

behalf of the Free Religious Asso-

her mission and the need of

<coming anniversary of

the

it

The

Association.

at

the
little

manner were wondrouslv

self-possessed

dignified as she replied in the purest

English that

lady's tone and

;and

child-like

whose dark grave

-was to invite her

her duties

were such as to keep her constantly employed from six in the morning until nine in
ithe evening; that she was anxious to learn as much as
possible in the three months she intended to remain in
the hospital before returning to India, and as the day on
at

or so later, Dr.

the hospital

ing in June, at the

home

of the editors of this paper?

a few congenial friends.
That evening we know is still cherished in the
memory of the others who were present, for it brought
them into nearer relations with, and clearer understanding of Oriental humanity than the reading of many

she, with her husband,

met

A

books on the subject could have done.
in

She wore no bonnet,
wrap enveloped her finely

very becoming native costume.

but instead a fawn-colored

shaped head and gracefully draped her shoulders;

her

much

less

other duties.

prepare an

Her

quiet

this

was removed on entering. Her robe of some fine dark
woolen material was edged to the depth of several
inches with gold-colored embroidery, and, in spite of

form

;

at

one arm,

fitted

nicely

gold bracelets adorned

her

its

plump

The

her wrists.

handsomely shaped
brow, broad and intellectual looking; between the eyebrows a small tattooed mark, somewhat in shape like a
cross, appeared. The eyes were beautiful and expressive,
dark face was round, with

large, black, softly
tears,

full lips,

shining, as capable of smiles as of

but with a strangely pathetic look in them as

through

them

ages

unappreciated

of

appealed for justice to the

nineteenth

if

womanhood
century.
The

Dr. Joshee's face was grave,

prevailing expression of

which marked

her appreciation of the ludicrous was charmingly bright

and

girlish.

The

channels which
ner,

talk drifted during the

drew out her

evening into

her modestly diffident man-

in spite of

opinions.

Reference was made

to the

impression received by Christian Sabbath-school scholars

from missionary reports

human

as to

'-heathen darkness" and

Juggernaut, and the castThese
ing of babes into the Ganges by their mothers.
exaggerations
of the
stories the Joshee's claimed to be
immense
of
being
an
missionaries.
The car
Juggernaut
the sacrifice of

structure,

some

heavy, used to
cession.

It

life to

and proportionately
be brought out once a year for holy prothirty feet in height

was esteemed

a sacred privilege to assist in

drawing the car, thousands gathered from far and near,

these accidents

to

uniquely for-

eign and dainty looking pair they appeared, both dressed

attend, even, any of the meetings,
addition

the

England Women's Hospital, was obliged through
over-exhaustion to give up her work there.
One even-

the country

in

at

New

-which the anniversary of the F. R. A. was to be held,
was "operating day" it would be impossible for her to

address

who

Toshee despite her anxiety

her experimental three months' course

dignified, almost sad, but the rare smile

!

This feeling of admiration was deepened when there
lustrous eyes of

month

to finish

-petite

never met

the

at

of the convention.

we had

of this

the

had recently followed his young wife to this country,
gave an address, afterward published in the proceedings

flowing drapery

facts

in

came on which

meeting, but her husband, Gopal Vinayak Joshee,

of admiring curiosity

awaken admiration;

sufficient to

receiv-

England Women's Hospital,

the evening

she had been asked to speak, she was not present

the selfish propensities and in
to the conceptions of

When

matter was superb.

greater the necessitv and the greater the

sacrifice for the general

COURT.

was

hilly,

sometimes the car would

other accidents would occur by which

life

was

slip

lost;

and
and

were exaggerated by the missionaries into
The mothers who threw their babes

wilful sacrifice.

THE OPEN COURT.
into the

Ganges were often driven thereto by poverty

which threatened
the souls of the

at

ones was hoped to be secured bv

so

drowning

Dr. Joshee said that
in the sacred stream.
during her medical experience as a student in Philadelphia a large number of new-born infants, found dead
with marks of having been killed at birth, or who had
<hed by reason of the desertion of their presumably
unmarried mothers, were secured as "subjects" for the
dissecting room, and she might as well on her return to
India relate this fact and claim that it was the custom of
mothers in America to kill or desert their new-born
babes, and adduce this as a result of Christian belief.
In a discussion, introduced by Mr. Joshee, of the right

of men

to

and eat animals, one of our party

kill

in

womanly

large-brained, self-forgetful

starvation to both, while salvation for
little

twenty-three, she

dead

little;

who had

at the

creature!

much to gain
work for which

She had

just

been appointed

Edward Hos-

Resident Physician of the great Albert

Kohlapur

of

Bombay.

in

— dead*

sacrificed so

threshold of her

she was so well equipped.

pital
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:

"

was

It

generally

recognized" says the Philadelphia Ledger^

noting

in

her death "that her return to her native land was the

opening of a great and new era for

Yet

was

women

India."

in

"an unconverted
heathen," and as such Andover Theology bars her
sternly out of its circumscribed little heaven, and commonplace English men and women considered themthis rare

sweet

spirit

still

selves her superiors, and refused to associate on equal

homeward voyage

terms with her on her

We

!

sym-

defense suggested that inherited appetites might necessi-

pathized sincerely with her loyal husband's indignation

tate the continuance of a practice revolting to our sense

as expressed in a letter

of

justice, since

our bodies had been built up of such

of the

on that subject, published

numbers of The Index.

last

one

in

a. v.

s.

material, adding also that a climate differing from India

might require more stimulating food;

to

M. Albert

which Dr.

Joshee replied that she had lived for over three years in
tasting of animal food and with-

us that

out feeling any need of any food different from that she

the

the

Scriptures,

Sanscrit

poems were

if

Edwin Arnold's

Indian

true to the originals in spirit and meaning,

or were the beauty of diction and lofty morality found
in them due to Arnold's own ideality and exuberance of
poetic imagination?
She said that though he had
changed the form by putting the translations into verse,
yet that his poems were mainly true to the originals, and
he had not idealized or exaggerated, but on the contrary
had sometimes failed to catch the subtle spiritual meaning of the ancient writings.
She spoke sensibly of "Christian Science" theories,
had taken several lessons therein and told how she saw
on what natural basis those theories could be explained.
Spoke of her investigations in phrenology and how she
iound in her medical studies, especially in dissecting
the brain, reasons for disbelief of some of the claims
made bv enthusiastic believers in phrenology as a

Her acquaintance

that

with

American

and

positive and not a salvo morale that vanishes into
I

look upon agnosticism only as a starting point

analogous to Descartes' philosophic doubt and not as a
goal.
I consider those who get ensnared in it to be the

promoters of religious stagnation

because the fear of

nothingness will always keep the majority of mankind
in the

camp

irrational

who

of those

these

affirm

affirmations

may

something however
In

be.

word,

a

I

should like to see, by the Protestant method, the evolution principle supplant, as a principle of religious progress,

that

revolution ; in other terms,

of

prefer

I

to

continue, to enlarge, to rectify and to purify the liberal

tendency

that

has

already set

rather than have

in,

may have been

recourse to those violent changes which
necessary

in

but which cannot

the past

ciative words, her acquaintance with the field of

of the original.

"She

is

work

simply wonderful!" exclaimed

one lady of the party,

as she listened to her,

opinion was echoed

in a

note sent the writer from another

who accompanied

the Joshee's a short distance on

homeward
is

and

this

route that evening.

dead!

— that

sweet intellectual

be

justified,

*

"A

In an article entitled

Friend of God,"

Nitieteenth Cetitury for April,

how

in

the

Matthew Arnold shows

the gradual decadence of mythology in religion

has been accomplished by the process of intellectual

development.

Heretofore, a mythological element

absolutely essential to the existence of a religion.

great mass of

men were

only

satisfied

feelings of

wonder and awe and

an unseen Deity.

dists,

The

it

developed the

a sense of responsibility

Salvation

and some other primitive

was

The

with a faith which

excited the imagination, and through

to
soul, that

*

*

English

and others of note, was something
phenomenal. This was evinced in looking over a collection of photographs of a large number of these.
As
each picture was looked at, she showed by a few appre-

But she

is

thin air,

scientists, writers

their

the chair of the History

philosophically, at the present time."

science.

ladv

fills

we may expect a contribution from his pen on
"Future of Protestantism in France," says: "I
have received the copy of The Open Court that you
were kind enough to send me. To say that all that I have
read in it pleases me entirely would be an exaggeration.
Although an outspoken advocate of religious progress

America without once

had been accustomed to in India.
She was asked, as one who was herself familiar with

who

Reville,

of Religions at the College de France, Paris, in writing

Army,

the

Metho-

sects, are the still exist-
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ing representatives of that type of faith. " The epochmaking chance of our own day " is that we are reaching

where religion can rest on no mythological basis
whatever, whether moral or immoral. The "gross
mob" of men have shown hostility toward religion, and
evidences of that feeling are all too common now, but
a place

along with an enmity against any discipline to uplift and
ennoble, there

wrath

who

developing a feeling of impatience and

is

what they look upon

at

offer

them,

as the trifling of those

great need, the old mytholog-

in their

ical faith,

— a thing impossible of

away,

not quite passed; "incapable of either solving

if

acceptance and passing

the present or founding the future."

has visited during the past year

dian

moral and religious evolution.

Old

noted

reservations,

all

everything

the principal In-

bearing on the

work

in

their midst, also the actual administration of affairs

by

farming, home-life, and

schools,

missionary

government agents, and has embodied the result in a
little volume entitled,
The Latest Studies on Indian
Reservations.
This is no "moralizing" or waste of
sentiment, nor is it a colorless statistical report; it is emphatically a readable book, full of incidents and photo-

graphic pictures, and

wants the actual

invaluable for

is

who

anyone

The As-

facts of the Indian question.

sociation has already published other important

litera-

members paying $2.00 a year
(office, 1,316 Filbert street, Philadelphia).
Those who
would help in remedying a great national wrong can-

ture;

Incongruities and anomalies seem to be inevitable in
intellectual, social,

He

COURT.

it is

sent free to

all

not do better than by aiding the association.

conceptions, creeds and forms partially outgrown, persist

through periods

movements

in

which the newer thought and the

in

the line of progress are yet incomplete,

unsystematized and unco-ordinated with the established
order of things, causing temporarily imperfect adjust-

ments and
its,

all sorts

of inconsistencies in beliefs and hab-

ceremonies, customs and institutions.

in

The more

rapid the changes the greater the disturbance and

marked

of all religious transitions

more

of the characteristics

more or

is

Doubt concerning

ance.

One

the inconsistencies.

less

theological

moral disturbdoctrines

long

believed to be the only foundation of ethics must, in

many minds involve
Of this, illustrations
especially in

its

weakening of moral

a

opponents with

a

The

less

became

ideas to the

These

facts

a

firm

most

effective

only as

a

argument against

it.

readjustment of ethical

changed religious belief gradually took place.
it is important that liberals thoroughly under-

stand that they

on

when the lives of multinew movement furnished its

earliest period,

tudes of adherents of the

evil

restraints.

afforded by the Reformation,

are

may

basis,

Mr. Cable, the widely-known novelist, having settled
Northampton, Mass., has begun a Sunday Bible-class
in the opera house of that town.
Those who remember
what an evident moral purpose runs through Dr.
Sevier, and yet recall how free that brilliant novel is
from the heaviness and triteness of the ordinary " good
book," will not be surprised to learn that Mr. Cable's
class is very popular, both with the people and the press.
His treatment of the Bible follows the way of many
modern literary minds, a way best exemplified in Matthew Arnold's religious works, and in J. R. Seeley's
Natural Religion. As instance of this may be cited
Mr. Cable's reply to a question whether Moses didn't
write the story of Joseph, and if it wasn't written a
in

know, and

emphatically, " these questions of
ones, and

supreme

For one,

merits.

see the necessity of teaching ethics

ter,

of familiarizing the people with the

and

think

it

Meanwhile, let all
who would fairly judge a theory or a system by its moral
results
give it time to overcome the disturbance
produced by contact with old-established errors which
have been made the basis of moral teaching; and let all
who may be discouraged by the imperfections of individuals identified with any reform, find consolation in

I

the

the study of the great reforms

now

only by their beneficent
#

*

popularly

known

results.

*

its

its

anonymous charac-

has a tendency to stimulate one's spirituality,

prefer to

The

authorship are not

Bible should be studied on

rather enjoy

know what
*

with the truths of nature.

don't

I

don't care," said Mr. Cable, promptly and

I

moral side of their philosophy, and of replacing superstition

"

thousand years after the incidents took place.

policy of the

is

written than by

#

Roman

whom."

#

Catholic church

more plainly evidenced than in its relation
Glynn and the Knights of Labor movement.

was never

to

Dr.

The

Mcstern

command to refrain from appearing in public as the
champion of that movement and of the theories of
Henry George, was not disregarded by him without the
He was suspended and ordered
inevitable consequences.
to Rome, but when he refused to obey that order and
continued to plead
riors after a

in

momentary

the interests of labor his supe-

outburst of wrath, quieted

down

Mr. J. B. Harrison, whose volume on ''•Certain Dangerous Tendencies of American Life'''' was one of the
most serious studies of social and industrial conditions

and took into consideration the conditions with which

yet produced in this country,

organization, and that an attempt to force Dr.

as a representative of

is

doing valuable service
Rights Association,

the Indian

formed recently, with headquarters

at

Philadelphia.

It was seen that a large number
were included in the Knights of Labor

they had to contend.
of Catholics

McGlynn

obey might make clear to their eyes the true character of the church and its opposition to anything like

to

open court.

the:
A

freedom.

individual

The Knights

adopted.

aggressive

less

was

policy

of Labor were indorsed and

their purpose sanctioned.

which the teachings that they seek to resuscitate have
The Quakers of to-day are not so blind to

acquired.

upon which the world now moves, and

lectual plane

Glimpse of Russia," by the

Galloway, published in the Nineteenth
Century for April, the attitude of the orthodox Greek
church toward the different phases of modern religious
thought is briefly' touched upon. There is little effort
on the part of the church to meet the perplexing questions that are constantly rising and demanding examination, and attempts at control of the general mind are
Correct performance of the
slight and soon given up.
Countess of

which the discipline requires constitute all that is
demanded in fulfillment of religious obligations. There
is a tale of a conscientious agnostic who, when compelled to go before the priest for confession, commenced
by saying: " Mon pcre, je doute detent" (My father, I
duties

His confessor treated

question everything).

ment with complete
to

make

return to those primitive conditions and forms of belief

which were

in their incipiency.

At the opening of the great

St.

Louis bridge,

its

eminent engi-

neer predicted that, constructed of parts that could be replaced at
any time without interruption of travel, it would last as long as
required by the wants of man, and declared that, with capital

enough, he could have made it of one arch instead of three. The
life and character we have been considering was a single arch of
fidelity and consecration.
Believing in the imperishability of
great examples, we believe the influence of our departed friend
on the minds and hearts of men, inspiring them to liberty, holiness and love, will be immortal.

this state-

without troubling his conscience

on that matter.

The

reform

tical

for April reprints an

from the Saturday Review on " Rustic SuperIn the rural districts of England beliefs and
practices are still retained that were prevalent when the
"black un" was believed to take possession of and bewitch
whatsoever worthy and peaceful individual he would, and
when the meeting of a black cat at certain unfavorable
hours of the day or night, was thought to portend con-

Free Religious Association, organand discussion of religious

fact that the

ized primarily

for the study

subjects, has not

The Popular Science Monthly

them

characteristic of

Mr. Joseph Shippen, in his tine tribute before the
Chicago Channing Club to the character of the late Dr.
William G. Eliot, said:

and commanded him

indifference,

his confession

59

the truth that they can forget and put aside the intel-

"A

In an article entitled

J

gone

into the business of general prac-

good

no

is

complaint against

"free

reason

for

Mr. Garrison's

Individually, and

religion."

article

in

stition."

people probably do their share of philanthrophic work.

sequences of a very unpleasant character.

and wizards
to part

still

with

its

exist

and the credulous public

whatsoever ailments the

happening

rious

willing

is

half-crowns in return for " the future

charms and incantations

unveiled," or

Soothsayers

in

flesh

is

an out of the

heir

way

drive

to

Any

to.

away
myste-

*

" Confessions of

In

*

them are prominent leaders of reform move"Free Religion" is an indefinite phrase, since
F. R. A. has no religious creed and is composed of
of

the

Christians and non-Christians, Theists, Agnostics, Positists,

Hebrews and

of

its

found

in the Association.

Any

church has undergone since 16^0, the date
origin, concludes with the statement " There must
return to the original basis of the

Christ, and entire consecration to

its

living

Church

Head,

of

in the-

ology, polity, experience and work, and the only true

model
It

for this

is

would seem

that there are
this,

found in the

incredible

men who

New Testament Scriptures."

if it

were not known

calmly

make such

to

be true,

statements as

being apparently ignorant of the Middle

Age

flavor

The Open Court who

subscriber of

receive his paper regularly

PRO CONFESSO.
BY GEORGE WENTZ.
writes delightful story,

True and touching,

human

Hold

(nil

of lore,

nature's longing

a place for evermore.

All the docks and mossy harbors,

Where

the sea-ships

come and

go,

rehearse that spell and pleasing

Of

the pages of Defoe.

Eldor..do?

Can

—

still

we wonder

there any Island

lie

In the west of life's attaining,

Where

our prime might never die?

Still in secret

fails

to

requested to communicate

is

the fact to this office.

The Forum

" in

his

full

are unable to say;

which are now before the people for discussion and
is no valid argument against any religious belief

Still

be a

far they are agreed

we

action,

Shall in

which

How

but the fact that they differ on these and other subjects

dwelling upon the changes

for April, the author, after

Buddhists.

as to free trade, prohibition, etc.,

Whoso

Quaker

a

Many

ments.

locality or deserted

house, is referred by the knowing ones to 'Summat,"
which distinguished individual, though never seen, is
As superstition
universally respected and propitiated.
is inevitable where ignorance reigns supreme, it is not
hard to understand that the most efficient remedy is
compulsory education.

*

connection with other organizations the free religious

depths of feeling

We escape Time's onward

span;

For the youth's remote transfusion
Stirs the pulses of the man.
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and keep, nevertheless, one's mind and inclination suspended between the two incompatible views, betokens

EDMUND MONTGOMERY.

over-subtle skepticism or faint-hearted indecision.
Part

Knowledge and
of science

I.

Doubt paralyzes

not agnosticism

— conviction,

the veritable goal

is

ample and

the natural

entire,

human heart. It is well enough to have
mind regarding the origin and final doom of
But it can be neither satisfactory nor benecreation.

poses settled faith

established

no

supreme import.

all

settled

maintain an agnostic attitude towards the great

ficial to

practical

human

of

issues

we

planet

Here

existence.

on

this

launched on a precarious voy-

find ourselves,

weath of world-responsive
This transcendent heritage, of which we are the

age, freighted with
life.

entrusted bearers,

No

it?

we

are

other question

is

rightfully

to dispose of

We

supremely urgent.

so

unambiguous answer.

desire an
Is

how

the gathered treasure of

life to

be used

among

the

needy insufficiencies of this nether sphere, to become
through fruitful investment the enhanced patrimony of
our human issue? Or has it to be jealously conserved,
adorn

hereafter to

own

our

where

presence,

celestial

affluence shall smile at earthly wants?

Are we

actually

what we seem, genuine planetary

Or have we

merely got here by some mysterious blunder elsewhere

from

another

entangled

are, in

truth,

region,

only

metamorphosed denizens
time of penance

a

for

mortal coil?

in this

The immensely

uplifting of

life,

conse-

crated by the suffering and death of countless genera-

wrestling

tions; the passionate

for

the well-being

of

our kind, for the victory of our social aspiration; are its
tragic adjuncts grounded, of necessity, in the defective
but perfectible

engaged

human

in a

nature

solemn

existence?

Or

things?

of

Are we,

indeed

and death struggle, decisive for

life

are

we

only puppets in organic

form, handled from above, and

made

to enact here a

troublous scene of seeming joys and sorrows, valid in
itself for

-,

all

it

going for

his

in

their

questions

vital

we

are yearning to

Theologians,

solved.

inmost heart,

know

philosophers,

quite well that

there can be no compromise between the

Sometimes with sincere

two views.

directness and single-hearted love

of truth, oftener with much twisting and time-serving
circumspection, they are, from their different standpoints,
either seeking for

more

positive assurance, or already

Our time

inculcating the one or the other opinion.
ripe for clear

judgment and

definite choice.

is

To occupy

one's self earnestly with the present state of the problem,
*

What
Not

to

guiding-principle,

what cause

shall

it

then be?

follow the senseless lead of fatuous lights in

all-important quest,

we

have,

first

of

all,

whether this manifest universe
or whether we belong by rights to an
certain,

Are we

order of existence?

is

to

this-

know

for

our real home,

entirely different

to fight this battle

of life

under the banner of world-deliverance or under that of
world-fulfillment?
Is it to be the religion of life hereafter or the religion of actual living? celestial or terrestial

We

ethics?

have

to decide.

manageably compact was the conception of
the world, and our place in it, a few hundred years ago.
To Luther, who freed us from the tyrannous imposiand lethargic creed, the

tions of an insolently artificial

whole creation seemed one continuous

had stolen a

from God;

human

fatal

all

souls,

battle-field,

God and

the great antagonistic powers,

where
were

the Devil,

over which the Evil

advantage.

One

All good things

came

The

teach-

bad things from the Devil.

ing of the Bible, as interpreted by Dr. Martin Luther,
the chosen vessel of the Lord,
Its sincere

ble truth.

was supreme and infalliwere God's only chil-

believers

whom

he would save. All others, the adherents
Pope and Mahomet, the Jews and the Gentiles,,
and savages of all sorts, were partisans of the Devil
and lost. Despite God's merciful efforts to rescue mankind by the sacrifice of his only son and the gift of his

dren,

of the

holy word, Satan had evidently gained almost complete

definitely
1

ization.

sway in this wicked world. But soon, very soon, God
was going to confound the Arch Fiend by putting a sudden and violent end to this huge mass of human deprav-

These arc the
scientist

and

justice

own good

keeps

pleasure?

have

absolute

its

nothing, save the delectation of a self-sufficient

who

outsider,

of

not by doubt that humanity can

Only through dutiful compliance with
sound guidance, and through sane enthusiasm for a just
cause can we ever hope to scale loftier heights of civil-

contending for

laborious

sane

How

beings, in our right place here below?

committed, and

And

only kindled through firmly-

ever prosper.

the

all

is

conviction
It is

duty presup-

to

a guiding principle.

enthusiasm for a cause

craving of the

Obedience

action.
in

Theology oj Evolution:

A

ity

and perversity; and then
who have kept the true

those

who have gone

all

will turn

faith;

but

out well for

woe

unto then"*

astray.

In such closely-pressed and spirit-haunted Aceldama,,

with child-like

faith,

the great

Luther lived and

died,,

and wrought the mighty reformation, whose liberating
power was man's conscientious self-discernment of truth.
Standing inflexibly firm on thy narrow ground with
deeply sincere and fervid heart, thou hast fought marvellously

well

thy

life-long

battle against hierarchaL

frauds and shams, thou sturdy champion of righteouslecture by E. D. Cope,

Ph.D. Philadelphia,

ness.

Monastically

bewildered

at

the

overpowering;

-

THE OPEN COURT.
promptings of human emotions and aspirations, it was
not in mere outward observances and penances that thy
honest soul could rind absolution for this abysmal feud,
raging within thee between thy nature-moulded self,
and the world-alienating will of thy Christian God.

Peace could come to thee in so superhuman a strife,
only by leaning with the trustful unconcern of implicit
faith on an all-reconciling Savior.
How changed that categorically methodized world
Thou wouldst not know it
of thine since thou left it!
again.
A whole succession of Muenzers, Zwinglis,
Agricolas and of ever so

many

new

other

cursed innovators have recklessly burst

in

kinds of
directions

all

When

an investigator of nature has, by means of hisbecome convinced of a great truth whose?

special studies,

general acceptance would be all-important,

plain

We

the world at large, that

to

it

two

that in these last

centuries

unchecked reformation theologians and philosophers
have been forced to discuss exhaustively the various
proofs from time to time advanced in rational support of
the current faith in the existence of an omnipotent Cre-

'of

ator and

those

in

immortality of the

the

who have

transcendent problems

reason

is

human

which

know

best to

what

extremities

here driven, and on what slender threads

at last to fasten the theological faith.

arguments,

— that from design, and

order of nature and

its

from the

The

insight into

it.

closely

results are attained,

much

And

reason

may

the most care-

any room
for supernatural interference with the intrinsic ways and
means of nature.
If, among Professor Cope's audience at Philadelphia,
there were such who had realized the distance which
reason and science have thus placed between our natural
understanding and the objects of theological faith, they
must have felt eager, indeed, to learn from an eminent
scientist what "absolute proposition with certain demoncontrary to
stration " had been discovered to attest,
Job's assertion, that God has at last been found out by
searching, and that we may hope for immortality on a
"sound and solid" scientific basis.
Should it really prove possible scientifically to demonstrate with absolutely certainty that a supreme and
eternal Mind is ordering creation, and is the "common
source" from which our "lesser minds" are derived,
then all theological doubt will at once vanish from among
us, our proper course in life will have become positively
determined, and we shall soon get to regulate all our
doings in accordance with such incontestable scientific
ful scientific scrutiny has failed as yet to detect

—

certainty.

such

in

trial,

—

lie

" avoid the subject,"

With

laudablea-

grounded conclusion, to be carefully tested,
keeping with scientific usage, so that, after"

may

it

finally stand

verified as truth or be re-

Cope

Professor

" inherent difficulties of

is

well aware of the-

the subject," but he believes-

his researches into the nature of evolution have
opened the way to overcome them. Let us then take ai
general survey of his conception as a whole, and them
examine its scientific grounding.

that

Professor Cope's conclusions tend to

show

that the-

an unorganized or"

universe consisted primordiallv of

" unspecialized " material substratum spread out in space..

This uniform matter did not undergo evolutional chansresby dint of its physical properties; nor did it merely

solely

it

remain utterly inscrutable, however

some

as

due

raw

when

it.

that

fellow-feeling he lays his theory frankly before us as

nor has

nature of the designing and ordering

who

"

and thereby increase our perplexity.

serve as

power, and the process by which the
strive to gain

has

men

majority of scientific

fixed

holds ot natural theology do not hold out
besieged.

it

efficient

by

Cope

have forced upon him.

his biological studies

— even these strong-

that

intelligibility,

most

Its

profit

rightly scorns to imitate the haughty reserve of " the-

And

soul.

given the greatest attention to these

may

he has not, with pedantic exclusiveness, withheld from
common herd the theological view of evolution

jected as error.

come about

certainly

the

traditional assumptions.

has

all

are, therefore, truly thankful to Professor

scientifically

it

it

devolves upon him as a social duty to proclaim and ex-

through thy biblically-compassed scheme of life, sacrilegiously overthrowin ; its seraphic and satanic superstructure, and threatening with total dissolution all its

So

i6r

material to be shaped by a supreme Artificer y.

played the passive part of an occasional vehian otherwise independent:

cle for the manifestations of

mind.

was

It

possession of

very

beginning,
of

its

in;

own.'

"is tied to matter as a property-

of matter " (p. 16-17).

property

the

Mind was one

mentality.

For mind

properties.

from

itself,

Now,

it is

this peculiar

mental

of the universal substratum that has power

to give specific direction to

of matter

The mind

movements.

its

veritable formative power.

its

is

Probably

material aggregation and combination, but certainly

all

evolutional

all

power
this

organization

of mind."

"

due

is

Mind was one

to

the " directive-

at the

start,

and

all

evolution has been simply due to the active exercise

of mentality" (p. 23).
It

follows that the one universal mind of primordial

which by

matter,

its

now

exertion has produced

all

the evo-

must be vastly superior to theseparate minds derived by the individuation of special
lutional

forms

extant,

Therefore,

portions of matter.
origin of

all

world-formation

is

as

a property,

arable bond

basis"

And

and

Mind being

as
it

as part of

which

(p. 17) are

will

it,

this great

by force of "the insep-

bind us forever to a material

likewise indestructible or Immortal.

in a few words, are the leading doctrines of"
Theology of Evolution. And this theology oft"

These,
the

we,

the

common source

well be called God.,

material substratum of which

or the " great Mind."
indestructible

this

may

—
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was courageously propounded by Professor

evolution

Cope
hope

however

that,

We

denomination.

Christian

a specifically

to

serious our eminent scientist

momentum; therefore, it
move matter (q. e. d.).
Let us see how Professor Cope encounters these

movable, and does not possess
cannot

may

otherwise be, he possessed on that occasion sufficient
humor inwardly to enjoy the consternation which his

who is one
create among

COURT.

ancient difficulties, and gets to believe that he has over-

He

come them.

ulus or line of disturbance enters the body."

of the properties of matter, was sure to

son receives

The

his intelligent theological hearers.

situation

must

scientist,

has of course

way

arrived at his theological conclusions by

of induc-

The evidence by which he sustains the belief in
a "great Mind" and in a "future life" he alleges to be
" based on the knowledge that we possess of the control
Now, if Professor Cope
of mind over matter" (p. 39).
tion.

knowledge,

—

—

if

he can prove that

mind controls matter, he has solved the central problem of modern philosophy.
We are all perfectly aware that our muscles are not
moved by the push or pull of any force acting upon our
body from

We

outside.

know

that

by

is

it

a process

occurring within our organism that these aim-directed
or designed muscular

movements

that

is,

made

not so easily

is

But what

are effected.

moving process

the true nature of this most peculiar
reallv

out.

It

is,

in fact

the very question that has been called " the puzzle of

And

puzzles."

since Descartes

"The manner

already says:

nected with bodies
is

minds,

philosophical

greatest

man

thus that

is

Introspectively

has occupied

it

— nay,

in

St.

which

all

the

Augustine
are con-

spirits

incomprehensible; nevertheless,

is

it

to feel quite certain that

it is

by force of some mental power of ours that we are
moving our limbs. We seem to control, through consciousness, by means of an outgoing mental effort, the
action of what, in consequence,

We

muscles.

resolve to

It is

per-

registered in the poste-

main hemispheres of the brain, is
and then from
that point it is reflected back again toward the executive
organs of the body, passing through the striate body and
nerves to the muscles, which thereupon contract so as to
perform some act" (p. 12). This act is now found to be
of the

part

rior

"saturated with intelligence"

we

call

our voluntary

move our arm, have

feeling

a

arm is moving. This is how
the process appears when viewed from the inner or sub-

(p.

Whence

13).

this

How has the

acquired exhibition of intelligent design?

motion that entered the body merely

as a physical motion
been converted into an outgoing motion bearing the
stamp of intelligence?

Cope accounts

Professor

for

it

telling us that " in

by

the anterior part of the great hemispheres of the brain "

"the

line of

energy appears

ance which

to

a deflection,

is

a

be submitted to a disturbprocess of turning and

and that turning and directing
of what is called design" (p. 13).

directing,
tion

It

of a person appear " saturated with

activities

This

intelligence."

difficulty

The

scientific standpoint.
is

an incontestable and marvelous

is

The

fact of nature.

gence

is

to explain

motion

relation of

the enigma in question, and

Cope cannot

we

from

intelli-

from

it

his

mind cannot

How

determined course.

its

from a

to

Moving matter

obeys undeviatingly physical laws, and
it

it

venture to assert

possibly solve

position of " tridimensional realism."

deflect

an exhibi-

is

quite true that to an intelligent observer the

is

designed

that Professor

constituted."

we seem

stim-

reflected to the front of the hemispheres,

have been extremely piquant.
Professor Cope, being a true

really possesses such

"

passively.

it

A

The

conceives the situation thus: "

candid announcement of a supreme Being,

little

the

outgoing movements of the living organism are really
themselves intellectual,

— how

purely physical, on the

even the most significant of

contrary,

them

human

are,

of effort, and, behold! the

becomes very obvious

jective standpoint.

from the

What movements could be more "saturated with intelligence " than those which are capable of conveying our
inmost thoughts? Vet a piece of tin-foil in a phono-

the standpoint of

graph, by means of nothing but mechanical impressions,

But

as

soon as

we

investigate the matter

outer or objective standpoint, which
science,

we

lose

all

is

confidence in the testimony of our

will

have the same

contemplating

in

speech.

on us as the move-

intellectual effect

then

to

ments of speech that have received " in the anterior part
of the great hemispheres" the "turning and directing"

And

it

twist of design.

introspective consciousness.

The

feeling of effort proves

be centripetally and not centrifugallv originated.
becomes, moreover, utterly incomprehensible how

mind can in any way impart motion to material particles.
Yet this incomprehensible feat would have to be accomplished even

if

only direction has to be given to what-

ever motion the particles
give direction to a

motion
ble
is

to

it.

may

otherwise possess; for to

moving mass

to

impart diverting

movaOnly something which

In this world of ours only matter

and possesses momentum.

itself

is

movable, and

in

possession of

possibly impart motion to matter.

is

momentum, can

Mind,

as such,

is

not

ligence seated

seem

Where, then, in all reality, the intelwhich these purely physical movements
i-.

The

possess?

to

sounding,

—

nay-,

the

merely

vibrating shocks of the phonograph, the printed characters in a

book, where do they acquire their mental sig-

nificance?

They

strike our sensory

physical stimuli, and

it is

evidently

organs simply as

we who,

in

receiving

them, invest with a whole world of consistent meaning
their slight and evanescent hints.
Is Professor Cope right, then, in assuming that, when

—
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who

the stimulating effect " goes in, the person
it

has nothing whatever to do with

" takes

it

" and "

is

receives

that he merely

it;"'

passive " (p. 1 3) ? Here, already, at the
life, the stimulating call of outward

taking place in the brain or
not less than the

To become
ami

portals of individual

ents

nature rouses from the mystic depths of organic latency

brain and

the responsive mind

attitude

;

and on the slender suggestion of

mentally aware of extra-mental existaware, for instance, of the

their activities

by allowing such

stimulate our senses.

great spectacle of the real world.

at that

It

quite evident,

is

"take" the

ent and

—

we have

functions,

its

its

e\ ident, then, that the exist-

It is

moment,

particular

realization,

exist

at all

imparted
here,

where etherial pulses signify the whole world, this mental stamp is impressed on them even more strikingly
than when, as in outgoing muscular movements, they

mean only our own feelings and thoughts.
In harmony with Professor Cope's train

of reason-

ing, this consideration involves that all stimulating influ-

ences which reach our sensory organs are " saturated

And

with intelligence."

if

to discover that in this light

matter

is

only a superfluous

impediment easily argued away. To his own astonishment he would learn to " understand the idealistic universe," which he now believes himself unable to conceive.

The
ness of

truth

is

mind, as such,

is

a forceless inner

what takes place independently

alter a jot

a process

of

ing

to

—

is

lutely

realized only

rigorously physical.

our present

from

the objective

This means, accord-

scientific conception, that

it

is

abso-

predetermined by the previous physical disposiand their motion. Consequently,

tion of the molecules

there can be no

fundamental

room anywhere

scientific

for mental interference;

principles forbid us to assume

During physical investigation

outcome. Who,
during perception or thought, is at all aware of the corresponding molecular motions simultaneously going on
in his head?
And how can consciousness then influscious, being, in fact, itself its stimulated

ence the state of being of something, of whose existence
has not the remotest inkling?

it

The

we

it.

are observing an

way

only

and philosophy

out of this central
to

is

show

our present mechanical
untenable;

dilemma

of science

that the leading principles of

interpretation

of nature

are

molecular processes constituting
activity are hyper-mechanical, imparting them-

vital

that

selves the

the

turn" and

"directive

energies

specific

to

stimulation received from outside.*

We

now

will

effectuation

entire

world.

mind possibly influence the existence and activity of my brain, of which it can gain
knowledge only by assuming the objective aspect
towards it, and of which it is otherwise wholly uncon-

cannot

The

rest of the outside

my

indeed, can

aware-

It

it.

the path of material particles.

which can be

How,

tific

chain of molecular motions set going by stimulation,
standpoint,

such existents and their
activities are forming part of our own organism, as when

theory of perception

so, his

would nearly agree with that of Berkeley's: universal
intelligence communicating perceptively with individual
Only he also would then be logically led
intelligence.

This

when

they are forming part of the

is

independently of such

and cannot be influenced thereby.

whatever to do with them." They do not enter the
magic circle of life without suffering a vital transmutation as incomprehensibly strange as any in nature.
If a
to motions within the living organism, surely

assume the objective

activities thus casually realized in consciousness

holds good just as well

directing turn or intelligent significance

to

existents and their activities to

stimulating influences passively, without having anything
"

other parts of our body

in

rest.

nothing but a rhythm of aerial touches it pictures with
symbolic accuracy and profound comprehension the
then, that the organic individual does not
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try to find out

error Professor

the

into

by what

Cope manages
physical

special scien-

to insinuate

nexus.

mental

agreement
with the principle of the conservation of energy he
himself says: "Force, that is action or motion, cannot
be caused except by the appropriation and modification
of

some

then

pre-existent activity or

we must

motion"

ask whether the direction,

motion, which Professor
ence of consciousness

is

some motion

that

evidently

the error.

lies

realize that the

much

In

Cope

i.

(p. 14).
e.

If so,

the changed

attributes to the

influ-

caused by the appropriation of

pre-existed in consciousness?

Professor

Cope

Here

has failed to

imparting of direction to matter

is

as

enchainment of phenomena, whose disposition in space
and behavior in time are absolutely determined by nonmental occurrences outside ourselves, and which we are
utterly incapable of changing by any mental exertion on

sciousness cannot possibly be a vehicle of pre-existino-

We defy any one, idealist or no idealist, to
change by a purely mental effort the objective aspect of
any occurrence; for instance, the place or speed of a

entering into the physical nexus as a correlated force,
receiving and imparting physical energy.
Yet Pro-

our part.

carriage passing by.
the perceiver's
theless,

perception of

it

is

entirely

mental realization; but it is, neverdefinitely compelled by the stimulating influences.

In exactly the same
able

The

own

manner are all perceived or perceivmotions compelled by extra-mental processes; those

a physical act as the imparting of

of motion.
let

It

any other mode
can be done only by a push or pull, or

us add by physical repulsion or attraction.

motion, a thing possessing mechanical

fessor

Cope

says: " It

is

Con-

momemtum, and

not only pretended, but proved,

that that external energy passes into the consciousness of
* This has been attempted by the present writer in a paper on "The Dual
Aspect of our Nature." Index, October, November and December, 1SS5,
where also the relation of the two aspects, the subjective and the objective is

explained.

:
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man," and " receives within him a stamp or a turn or
direction, that energy cannot receive under an}' other circumstances known to us" (p. 14). This means obviously
and inevitably that consciousness gives direction to motion,
which again means that consciousness, like any physical

COURT.
Cope

fessor

goers, the remotest notion

nication between consciousness and matter cannot

" knowledge

bly

Cope

no

possibly control

affinity

with anything else;" that
essential

its

"is not only entirely

it

from matter, but

nature

also

from energy or motion" (pp. 16-1 7). Thus
admission it has no community of nature

totally distinct

by

his

own

of

consciousness has essentially

asserts, " that

in

up:

Quite the reverse.

clearly

distinct

To sum

he

fully

with anything physical, and

is,

therefore, totally inca-

pable of influencing the physical nexus.
Professor Cope's leading conception, on

such consciousness can

We

have avowedly not the slightest

the

control

It

mind over matter."

of

has been proved that mind cannot

matter.
It if, however, solely on the
pretended k?wivledge of such control that the " Theology of Evolution," with its belief in a "great Mind"

and

"future life"

in a

crumbled
sarily

caved

also

in.

The

superstructure has neces-

mind," of which

"lesser

being able to impart

experience, not

Mind," the new

direction to matter, the "great

whose

This sole basis having

based.

is

to pieces, the entire

we have

alone

which he

how

influence the motion of matter.

realizes, for

Professor

of us, that consciousness

all

accompanies some of our movements; but that he has
no more than anj' of his philosophical or scientific foreat all

take place,

aware, like

is

force, imparts to matter a motion different to that which it
That such mechanical intercommualready possesses.
possi-

This means simply that Pro-

fact" (id., pp. 427-8)*.

scientific

has not only erected his entire theological superstructure,

Deity,

but which he uses, moreover, as a fundamental principle to account for organic evolution itself, consists in

and analogically endowed with the pretended power of
imparting direction to matter, has therewith irrecoverably vanished into the same thin air as other theologi-

the

that

assumption

can control the
no longer inquire
prove the validity of this assumpconsciousness

movements

of matter.

whether he

able to

tion; for

question.

any

is

we have

We

We

will

seen that this

whether he has formed
in which such a con-

will only ask

kind of idea as to the

altogether out of the

is

manner

of mind over matter might possibly take place. He
himself puts the question: "What is, then, the imme-

trol

diate action of consciousness in directing

[Origin of the Fittest,
one would expect, he is

channel rather than another?"
p. 427.)

And,

of

course, as

utterly at a loss to answer.

consciousness "

is

not

He

itself a

energy into one

force

to

produce motion.

He

says: "

Con-

(= energy)."

sequently he expresses most emphatically

How,

its

impotence

then, can

it

exer-

Certainly no more than the bare good
cise energy?
Such an
will of the train-hands can pull the train.
making
someof
possibility
the
explanation is to admit

thing out of nothing" (1. c).
Yet the experience of so-called

voluntary move-

many
ments gives him
connection
effective
kind
of
before him, to assume some
between consciousness and the movements. Here, in
his "Address on Catagenesis" delivered two and one-half
a pretense, as

it

has done to so

however, very candid in touching on
this most delicate and eminently important subject. He
" knowlis, by no means, conscious of having positive
"
over
consciousness
of
edge of this supposed influence
acknowledges
he
On the contrary
material motion.
years ago, he

is,

knowing nothing about

it.

All the information he has

to give us concerning this distinctive feature of his theo-

logical and evolutional theory,

ing sentence:

"

The

is

contained

in the

follow-

explanation can only be found in

a simple acceptance of the fact as

energy can be conscious.

it is,

in the thesis, that

If true, this

is

an ultimate

is

only analogically

surmised

cal speculations.

THE FOURTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE SOCIETY
FOR ETHICAL CULTURE OF CHICAGO.
The

The

fourth anniversary of

Culture, of

seated on the stage beside

April

Mr.

turer of the society, several

who,

speak and responded each

at

Madison
There were

the

jo.

W. M.

Salter, the lec-

members,
upon by him

of the leading

after the regular lecture,

society has

Society for Ethical

Chicago, was celebrated

Theatre, on Sunday,

Street

to

distinctly perceives that

existence

were

in

called

a short address.

been steadily gaining ground both

in the

The
way

membership and in respect to finances.
During the last year rooms have been taken by the
society in which are held its monthly conferences, the
ladies' charitable meetings, a class in ethics, the young
of an increasing

people's social reunions, as well as an ethical school for

children (Sunday mornings),

an encouraging attendance.

was well attended and great
those

We

who

which

The

writing has

at this

anniversary meeting

interest

was manifested by

remarks of the several speakers.
give below short extracts from some of the adlistened to the

dresses.

Mr.

Salter, dwelt at the outset

upon the encouraging

outlook, laying special stress upon the fact that a strong

and abiding interest had been manifested
which the society had taken upon itself

in

the

work

to

do.

He

then said

in

what we have yet
is work to do
There are those out of
with the churches and we must make a

The real sources of our inspiration
The thought that stirs me most
this community and we must do it.

to do.

sympathy

intellectually

are in

is

that there

on the last page of his work on The Origin of the Fittest,
Professor Cope re-enforces this position. He says that the explanation of
the control of mind over matter requires " the assumption of the thesis that
"
energy can be conscious.'
* In a recent note

1SS7,

1

—

:
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home

them. The

for

liberal

churches do not take our place. They

are resting places for a day, but they do not satisfy.

The

type of

our independent and liberal
Logic conducts to them, but
conducts bevond them. It is better to be in them than in any
of our orthodox churches, but those only remain in them who
think a little way and then stop.
There is no reason for my leaving orthodoxy that does not
We have to make not a resting
lead to complete free-thought.
place, but a home for men and women of liberal tendency; a fellowship with a spirit so free and an ideal so high that there can
be no necessity nor wish to leave it. We should show that for
religion

represented in most ot

churches,

transitional religion.

is

those driven by conscientious scruples out of the churches, there
as warm a welcome here as they ever found there. The hu-

is

heart longs for fellowship, longs to meetwith kindred minds.
ought to say to people ill at ease in the churches and out of
them, come to us, you will find rest with us, you will find there is
still an aim in life and a consolation in suffering and in the face
of death, though you cannot believe in one of the old perplexing
I bring before my mind a great number of such peodoctrines.
ple, people who are without a home for the soul, and I say to myself, that is my call, that is your call, to find them out, to bring
them to us, to bring them home.

man

We

The

president of the society,

Judge Henry Booth,

As Mr. Salter says: "Evolution goes on rapidly or creeps
along painfully according as our thoughts are quick or slow and
dead." But let it seem fast or slow, the cause of free-thought
must ever advance, and we will still say to the priesthood as
"They never

fail

elapse they but

overpower

all

augment the deep and sweeping thoughts which

others and conduct the world at last to freedom.

Mr. H. de Roode was the next speaker:
man of business I may point you to

Perhaps as a

agement

I

feel in

the encourthe growth and development of this society;

new principle, and realizing the spirit of
sermons in stones and good in everything."
I already look upon this society, though so young, as a great
factor in shaping the ethics of practical life in our great city, and
even teaching the pulpits, yea out of their own Scriptures, the
new and higher meaning of human life. My friends, hundreds
of years ago the spirit of a dull age was lifted to higher ground
by the watchword of a zealous apostle: "To the greater glory of
God." As it has ever been and is now, our altars must ever be
inscribed: "To the unknown God," but let our mission be none
the less sublime if, clad in the garments of righteousness, we unfurl to the breeze of progress a banner of salvation with the
nobler motto: "To the greater glory of Man."
standing as

it

does for a

who saw

the poet

"

The remarks
can think of no better way of occupying the few moments

me for addressing you than by stating some of the leading ideas which our society represents, as I understand its posiFirst and foremost this society
tion, speaking for myself alone.
stands for the idea of law, universal, immutable, inexorable law
law without variableness or shadow of turning. Whence its
source or where its seat we do not know we do not pretend to
know. That is the mystery of mysteries. We know it only in
its operation and we know and feel that we too, in common with
the universe, visible and invisible, are subject to its operations;
that we are held in firm allegiance to this universal law, an allegiance which we could not break if we would and would not if
we could. In the presence of this universal law ancient myths,
whether of Greek, Roman, Egyptian, Chaldean, Phenician,
Hindoo or Hebrew origin, as the basis of ethics, have no place.
They form no basis for our faith. They illustrate the fertility
of the imagination of men in the dark before the light of science

—

had arisen to reveal the operations of this universal law. This
law includes all the moral order of the universe, and first and
foremost is the principle of justice, which if properly considered
includes all ethical principles and all their applications; without
which ethics is an unmeaning term.

Mr. A.

What does the Ethical Culture
The question has been
Society stand for? " I would answer that it stands for the prolution of character
living.

It

human

and conduct

stands for

it

character, a factor in the evo-

— the

only aim for which

life is

as the quasi science of antiquity

stood for the development of steam, chemistry and electricity; as

philosophy of ancient India and Egypt stood for modern

philosophy.

But the important question
not what the society stands

for us as individuals to

but whether we are
worthy, to use the words of Lincoln, "to be dedicated to this unfinished work."
It is our own character and conduct which first
needs our attention; and in this regard the maintenance of these

consider

is,

lectures chiefly concerns us, that

for,

we may

be faithfully reminded

of duties unperformed, of duties to be performed, so that

our children

friends, the

is

work

to

may
"rise on stepping-stones

Of our dead

way

to

make

selves to higher things."

we

or

the

of our natures, so that

W.

it

Errant, the

new

last

ethics a part of our

shall be a

in the fields of practical ethics.

permanent

This

is

factor

the test of the

inspiration of ethics, our practical adherence to the obligations

which
it is

imposes.

it

this

The

training school

which makes ethics

for the school, for the

The

manufacturer,

future will be then

is

the

work of

and practical;

real

it is

the world,

for the

for the professional

what we make

it.

home

man.

At our door

lie

great and pressing problems begging to be taken in; they belong

have a right to ask for admission. Moral questions
cannot be voted down by numbers. They call for thought, for
to us; they

justice, for action.

Moral questions cannot be kept out of sight,
come to the light, where thev

they have a constant tendency to
belong.

Oh, what great opportunities are ours! and in this moral
work who is there that will not gladly join, who does not feel
upon him the obligation to do and dare for the right.

CORRESPONDENCE.
THE PULPIT.

CRITICISM OF

asked, "

worth

My

lives, a part

S. Bradley said:

duction of a higher type of

of Mr. Joseph

speaker, were as follows:

assigned

the

And let our work fail; we will yet say,
who work for a great cause. Though years

Galileo said, "// mo-rs.'"

said
I
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GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE TO THE DUKE OF ARGYLL.
To

the Editors:

The

following

letter,

which

of Argyll, explains itself and

its

I

recently addressed to the

Duke

occasion:

As one who

is interested
in the secular and moral discuspulpit teaching, I venture to write to your Grace on
behalf of many of a similar way of thinking, concerning the
remarks with which your article opens in the March number of
the Nineteenth Century. The eminence and influence of your
Grace, not of rank merely, but what is of more merit in our eyes

sion of

—

in oratory and literature, must be our apology for attaching
importance to your words.
In reph ing to and, in effect, reproving Pro'essor Huxley for
his criticism ol certain misleading teachings by Canon Liddon,your
Grace says: " The pulpit has hitherto enjoyed no', perhaps, absolute, but, at least, a general and customary immunity from controversy or reply.
It is surely well that this custom should be

respected."
so?
Is not the priest more dangerous than the politician? It is by the contradiction of the politician and putting him

Why

—
1
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proof, that the public prevent his tongue from being perThe politician speaks in the name of reason which
nicious.
admits of appeal. The priest professes to speak with the voice of
to the

God, against which there

is

no appeal; and

if

the words of the

priest are unquestioned his errors come to be regarded as divine.
It is singular that the Duke of Argyll should deprecate the criticism of the clergy he who is of a race and is the head of a clan,
who never shrank even from the more serious criticism of the
claymore. Are not the clergy trained for feats of theological

—

Asa rule they have claws like those of an octopus. The
courteous sort wear a velvet glove, but underneath is a hand ot
Some, indeed, have a real
iron, which ihey call their " mission."
human hand within the glove, but they are all suspected by their
brethren as " unsound " somewhere " in the faith." What exempThey can get aid by prayer,
tion do they need from controversy ?
while their adversaries must depend upon themselves. God
stands behind the priest, the law is with him. Canon Liddon has
the influence and arrogance of the State Church on his side.
Popular prejudice protects him. The mob, ill-dressed and welland he
dressed, applaud the priest, however insolent he may be
often is insolent while his secular critic is commonly unfriended,
unsupported and unencouraged.
Your Grace considers that the pulpiteer " is debarred by his
occupation from pursuing disputation as others can." Then why
does he dispute, himselt? His life is a ceaseless attack upon
He thrusts himself into every school and into every
others.
He attacks the
house. He does not respect the sickroom.
dying, he defames the character of the dead. To reply to the
man may
proselytizing priest is well understood self-defense.
intercede with heaven on his own account, but he may neither
pray for nor preach to others without offense, unless he gives
them the means of self-protection, by declaring his purpose and
It ought to be an
inviting their protest if they wish to make it.
offense at law for any priest to use his influence with heaven privately, and get a supernatural battery discharged upon others
secretly, without according them means of self-protection by disputing the validity of his clandestine and officious intercession.
What would your grace say to a soldier, who prodded all he
met with his propagandist bayonet, and when they desired to
criticise him in the same way declared that he was debarred Irom
being subjected to that species of controversy? The clergyman
or minister who preaches any tenet, and does provide that all who
hear shall then and there question him in self-defense il so
minded is simply an assassin of the understanding, and ought to
be treated as such. Discussion is self-protection against error,
and he who withholds or presents that protection is a traitor to
the truth, whatever may be his mission or his motives. How
much more useful is the language of Mr. Gladstone to the
students of the Liverpool College, to whom he declared that
Christianity could no longer be defended by ra ling or reticence
which means that priests must no longer defame opinions instead
of confuting them, and that abstention from controversy, on any
The soldier of trust may be a
pretext, is unseemly and perilous.
combatant.
No canon spares Professor Huxley when he thinks he can
make a point against him. Why should Professor Huxley spare a
canon who makes points against the truth of science? So many
unfit and pretentious persons speak in the name of God until he
is compromised by them, competent beyond most preachers to
represent Deity, as Canon Liddon is, yet even he is not infallible,
and if his speech on behalf of God is rendered exact by criticism,
Since God himthat is a tribute, and no mean tribute, to heaven.
self is silent no words spoken in his name can be trusted, until
they are verified and clarified by debate. The priest himself
should be the first to invite it lest he unwittingly make an offering of error on the altar. If it be a duty to seek the truth and to
live the truth, honest discussion which discerns it, identifies it,
clears it and establishes it, is a form of worship of real honor of
God and of true service of man. We, therefore, pray your Grace
not to discourage it.
I had the pleasure to receive a reply from the Duke of
Argyll, in which he said that "I had written under a misconceparms?

—

—

A

—

—

observations on pulpit criticism had no reference to
any thing but spoken sermons not formally published and of
which there is no authorized report." These the Duke would
" treat as privileged communications not addressed to the general
When the clergy enter on
public, but to special congregations.
the field of literature by published writings," his Grace regards
"their teachings as open to comment and controversy." The
Duke adds that " he now-a-days never sees among the clergy the
tion, as his

—

spirit of personal bitterness which seems to animate my letter,"
and he "feels sure that truth can never be reached without some
candor, calmness and reasonableness of spirit, both as regards the
subject matter and as regards the feelings towards those from

whom we

As

differ."

respects these qualities of "candor, calm-

ness and reasonableness of spirit," as conditions necessary in the
search for truth, I quite agree with the illustrious writer. Consideration for the feelings or even intellectual rights of others

have seldom been
ing

a Christian virtue.

more common, but the degree

possesses
I

it is

far

in

It is happily now becomwhich the Duke of Argyll

from being general.

made frank acknowledgment

of his letter, adding that "

I

to his

counted

it

Grace

for the courtesy

a great influence in favor

of truth that his Grace regards the published writings of the

For reasons I have stated, I am
sermons are serious assaults upon the understanding and emotions of congregations, who are without the

clergy as open to controversy."
of opinion that

still

protection of criticism.

My

letter

concludes as follows:

my

part to give your Grace the
a lack of art on
impression that I wro'e in "bitterness," which is not in
mind. It is
good fortune to possess the friendship of many
It

was certainly

my

my

priests, clergymen and ministers for whom I have real
respect and, for some, affection. This does not prevent my
seeing their errors of conviction and duty; nor prevent them discerning and dissenting from mine. Many clergymen are gentlemen as well as Christians, but more are Christians only.
With the nobler sort of priests controversy is considerate
and fair, which is the manliest form of propagand sm. Worship is every man's right, undisturbed and unquestioned
but
preaching is no man's right, unless he concedes to the hearer the
seif-detense of inquiry or reply.
Controversy should be reland from whom can this
evant, unimputative and decorous
be expected so well as from priests, who have supernatural
advantages over their secular hearers? They should be able to
regard the errors of men as the physician does diseases, and after
like passionless inspection and inquiry, the clergy should apply
Foolish discussion may
the remedy of instruction in truth.
destroy the moral of a fine discourse, but this depends upon the
preacher and the public want of discipline in debate, which only
habit can give.
Some years ago I published a little his:ory of a

famous

—

—

which befell me. I was indicted, tried and sentenced to six
months' imprisonment by a judge distinguished for his Christian,
ity
and this not for words published, nor voluntarily spoken,
not for words premeditated, but simply given in debate in answer

trial

—

to a question.
donable in one

Even

who

if I felt

it,

some "bitterness" would be

under a

par-

law maintained by the
Christian priesthood, which gives them absolute immunity, say
what they may, and inflicts serious penalties upon those who
lives

state of

may

in self-defense give utterance lo their equally rightful opinSince, however, debate is the only protection of truth, I
ions.
in favor of discussion under whatever disadvantages; nor do
I see the validity of objection on the part of any who agree with
St. Paul that we should "prove a.l things; hold fast that which is

am

George Jacob Holyoake.

good."

FREE-THOUGHT EDUCATION.
To

the Editors:

Orange, N.J.

must own that I am agreeably surprised by the interest
which my brief article on Free-thought Education has arousedand am led to hope that it may at last result in something pracI

My

critic, Mr. Jappe, finds fault with me for suggesting a
and not a lyceum, unaware, apparently that college is the
more usual, and if he will permit me to say so, the more correct
term. We speak of Eton College, not of Eton Lyceum. (Compare Matthew Arnold's articles on A French Eton; also Webster's
Dictionary).
He seems to know only the ordinary American
meaning of the term college. In any case, we both mean and
desire the same thing, and we shall not quarrel over words.
am entirely agreed with Mr. Leahy, and quite as wideI
tical.

college,

awake as he, to the necessity of rousing the free-thinkers of
America to united action in the matter of education. But I am
too well acquainted with them to have much faith that they will
soon display any such action on a large scale. My hope
inducing a small number of the more silent and earnest

lies in

among

THE OPEN COURT.
them

and form a college

to unite

in the true sense,*

who

rear a generation of freethinkers
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and so to
and not

shall be doers,

mere talkers, as the present generation so largely is.
The Free-thin iers? Magazine has done me the honor to reprint
my little article as an editorial, and the editor has requested me
to express my views on Free-thought Education, at greater
length for that periodical. I have accordingly done so, and the
result will appear in the next number.
I need not repeat what I
have said there. I would only repeat my appeal to all liberal
men and women in this land, to bestir themselves, and do
son jLhing in behalf of the cause which they profess to sustain,
Ciid to aid in redeeming men and women from a stupefying,
degrading and hypocritical superstition, and in restoring them to

The Religious Sentiment:

have no idea of establishing
anything to compete with Harvard or Yale. The evil done by
unfree-thought education is done long before young men reach
institutions of that grade.
What I am advocating can be begun
on a small scale and with moderate means; in fact, with one

its

the liberty of reason and science.

teacher and one pupil.

only be prejudicial to

it.

I

The American passion for bigness could
I am amused to see that so many peo-

think free-thought a form of sectarianism. To me freethought means a reverent acceptance and following of all clearly
demonstrated truth, and I hardly think that the unprejudiced folple

lowers of that could
rian.
I

fairlv

be called a sect, or their tenets secta-

But perhaps I am wrong.
have not the smallest desire

to

make my name prominent

in

quest for popularity are
unspeakably hateful to me; but, until an abler leader can be
found, I am willing to do what I can to help this most important

this matter; for all popularitv,

movement through
succeed

in

work

worth'

doing

its

and

all

pioneer stage.

this, I shall

If

I

can, in any measure,

then be most ready to transfer the

and stronger hands.
deavoring to work out the plan of a complete
system of Free-th ight Education. When finished and printed,
it will make a large pamphlet, almost a book, and I shall endeavor
to give it a wide circulation.
If it does nothing else, it will, at
least, call out an expression of opinion.
If the friends of Free-thought Education, instead of wasting
time in talking and disputing, will come forward, and say what
to

I

r

am now

they are willing to do, what efficient
work, they are willing to lend, then

beginning

at least,

aid,

we

in the

way

of

means

shall be able to

and, as the Scotch say, a

work begun

make
is

or
a

half-

ended.

What we

really

want

Province, a miniature

is

a kind of Co-operative Pedagogical

societv, in

which young persons may be
Might it not be well to

trained for the great society of humanity.
reprint in

The Open Court,

the delightful account given by
" Pedagogi-

Goethe (the apostle of Free-thought Education) of the
cal

Province

Bjok

" visited

by his Wilhelm Meister?

[Wandety'ahre,

II.)

Let us have

once an association calling itself The FreeLet it be incorporated; let it collect
funds, seek out capable directors and instructors, and set to work
to found a Free-thought College, in some healthy country place.
If persons willing to spend and be spent in such an enterprise,
will send their names to me, stating at the same time what they are
willing to do, I will call a meeting of them, in the course of the
summer, at some convenient time and place, and then the whole
matter can be thoroughly discussed.
Thomas Davidson.
at

thought Education Society.

The

twentieth annual meeting of the Free Religious Association will be held in Tremont Temple, Boston, May 26 and 27,
commencing on Thursday, May 26, at 7:45 p. M., in Vestry Hall,
SS Tremont st., with a Business Session for hearing reports, electing officers, etc.
F. M. Holland, Secretary.
* Webster defined College a.s
purposes of study or instruction."

"A

society of scholars incorporated for the
is precisely what I want.

This

Its Source and Aim, a Contribuand Philosophy of Religion. By Daniel
Henry Holt & Co.,
G. Brinton, A.M., M.D. New York

tion to the Science

:

1S76.

as

The author says in the preface: "The 'science
we know it in the works of Burnouf, Miiller and

of religion,'
others,

is

a

comparison of systems of worship in their historic development.
The deeper inquiry as to what in the mind of man gave birth to
religion in any of its forms, what spirit breathed and is ever
breathing life into these dry bones, this, the final and highest
question of

all,

To

has had but passing or prejudiced attention.
is devoted."

investigation this book

Mr. Brinton approaches

his subject analytically

The main

inductive method.

questions

and by the

of his inquiry

are:

imagine gods at all? What still prompts
enlightened nations to worship? Is prayer of any avail, or of
none? Is faith the last ground of adoration, or is reason? Is
religion a transient phase of development, or is it the chief end of
man? What is its warrant of continuance? If it overlive this

"What

led

men

to

day of crumbling theologies, whence will come its reprieve?"
Mr. Brinton's ways of thinking are decidedly monistic. He
Mind is co-extensive with organism,
introduces Oken's dictum
and he quotes Wilhelm von Humboldt's words: "The old dualism of mind and body which for centuries struggled in vain for
reconciliation, finds it now, not indeed in the unity of substance
but in the unity of laws." And Mr. Brinton says (on page S),
:

see form preserved amid the change of substance,
mind." In both quotations and in many other passages
of his book, Mr. Brinton accepts, and nothing short of it, the
fundamental principles of monism, although he never uses the
word.
Treating in Chapter I, of the laws of mind and thought,
Mr. Brinton proposes that the logical law of the excluded middle
He objects to Mr.
religious philosophy.
is the keystone of
Spencer's view of the unknowable. " Those philosophers," he
"

Wherever we

there

is

savs on page 39, " such as Herbert Spencer, who teach that there
nature' of something which is the immanent
is some incogitable
The
'cause' of phenomena, delude themselves with words.
'

phenomenon are its nature, and there
no chimerical something beyond them. They are exhaustive.
They fully answer the question why as well as the question how."
history and the laws of a
is

The second

chapter

is

devoted to the emotional ingredients
its chief elements

Fear, hope and love are

of religious sentiment.

and the part sexual love plays in religions, receives full appreciaBut religion is not merely an affair of feelings. It must
tion.
assume some rational postulates which involve, as explained in
Chapter III, that there is an intelligent order in the world.
"Thus we reach the foundation for the faith in a moral government of the world, which it has been the uniform characteristic
of religions to assert." Bunson expresses it, as quoted on page
109, "The faith of all historical religions starts from the assumption of a universal moral order, in which the good is alone the
true,

and the true

is

the only good."

Prayer, in Chapter IV,

is

the mind, joyful emotions are
religious people call

it, its

claimed to have a positive effect on
its fruits,

reward.

spiritual enlightenment, as

The answer

to prayer,

it

is

claimed by religious minds, comes by inspiration which Mr.
Brinton calls cntheasm.
In Chapter V, religious myths, in Chapter VI, the cult, its
symbols and its rites are treated. As the momenta of religious

thought are named

in

Chapter VII:

(1)

the idea of the perfected

individual; (2) the idea of the perfected commonwealth, and (3)
the idea of personal survival. The last of these three ideas is de-

creasing as a religious

moment owing

to a better

understanding

1
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of ethics, to
nitions of

more accurate cosmical conceptions,

life

and

to the

to clearer defi-

Mr. Brinton declares the doctrine of personal survival to be egotistic and " the spirit of true religion," he adds, " wages constant

war with the predominance or even presence of selfish aims."
We sometimes miss, for instance in Chapter I, a definite and
clear statement of the author's own views, we also differ from his
views in many details, and, concerning the high aim he has proposed to himself, it may be doubted whether he has satisfactorily answered all the questions of his problem.
But the spirit
and general character of the book must impress the reader with
the earnestness and scholarship of its author and with the fact
that his work contains most valuable contributions to a right understanding of religion and religious sentiment.
Paul Carus.

Absolute Relativism; or, The Absolute in Relation.
By William Bell McTaggart. London W. Stewart &_Co., 41
:

Farringdon

The

street, S. E.

Vol.

to

been stepping-stones to truer
The various religions and philosophies are
all

regarded as facets reflecting some portions of the truth. The valuable elements of each, with its errors omitted, our author
attempts to combine in a synthetic philosophy, which he calls
"Absolute Relativism."

We
rialist

can only indicate the leading train of thought. The matesays that the ego and the non-ego are manifestations or

functions or potentialities of matter.

The

idealist says that

ego

is mind, and non-ego is mind; that all the qualities of what is
termed matter are shown in the last analysis to be properties of
mind, and that the stimulus, or "otherness," necessary to mind
before it can have cognition of even itself, must be mind.
Mr. McTaggart holds that a proposition can be formulated
which will be acceptable alike to careful thinkers, whether they
call themselves materialists or idealists.
The philosophical neces-

of postulating

sity

some stimulus

which the mind responds
prior to effect, some "otherness" from which the mind may distinguish itself, some impulse to which the mind may respond,
must be admitted. The materialist says this stimulus is only
matter; the idealist affirms that

it is

to

only mind.

Mr. McTaggait

tells the materialist that matter is regarded by all schools o
thought as unknowable per se, " for the reason that it cannot be
known out of mentation. A green leaf, for example, does not

the universe apart from the power of mind " (for the
reason that color, form and substance are words which stand for
conscious states, modes in which our consciousness is affected).
exist in

To
"

May

the idealist the externality or stimulus is just as inscrutable.
not this stimulus or irritation be internal, a feature or poten-

of the mind? May not, in other words, the mind be its
stimulus and response to stimulus? An adequate consideration will show us that it may not.
Given the mind in unity as
alone the generator of all things, then it must forever remain
blank and dark, silent, infertile. Why? Because if we consider

tiality

own

what we mean by production in its simplest form, it is equivalent
to change.
But what is change? It is something that was not
there before; some force, some movement has arisen which makes
the ego different from what it was before.
* * * The force may
be postidated as being in the ego since the beginning; hut what
out of potentiality into activity? What set the ferment
Clearly something not there before; but, if the ego was
all, the absolute, then there was, and is, nothing else to

started

it

going?
all in

6et

this

ferment

in

motion.

—

No

appulse, no impulse can arise;

—

for there is nothing,
no when, no where, to so arise to disturb
the balance or alter the eternal equation. * * * Much, nay,
most, may be the ego; but that there is an actuality, a something,

is

a demonstrated certainty."

mind

the idealist consists in the fancy that

and be the be-all and end of creation. The
doctrine that there is no difference between the ego and the nonego by making the two identical, destroys all possibilities or poten-

must stimulate

itself,

of them both. To this impasse comes also the materialist
same crucial point of the investigation. If matter, that
ultimate homogeneous atoms, each endowed with necessarily

tialities

—

at the
is,

equivalent force,

—

is

all

then can there be nothing to set

in all,

Mass and motion,

the ferment going.

passivity

action and reaction, this dual principle

and

activity,

the great underlying

is

verity.

There is an externality, a stimulus, as in the case of a tree,
which has the power of £gain and again stimulating the mind, so
that fresh ideas are evolved whenever the occasions occur.
Turned in upon itself mind or matter remains unfertilized, unfertilizable.

The common

work is to examine the leading systems of
show that, while none of them have repre-

sented the entire truth, they have

and better thought.

The mistake of

pp. 133.

I,

object of this

philosophy and

outside and beyond as the non-ego,

increasing immateriality of religions.

ness " exists

truth of materialism and idealism

that other

;

idealized, created, in

a

and beyond our mentation, each
standing.

As

is

that "other-

minds and other existences also, modified,
sense, by ourselves, but existing outside
after

own

its

fashion notwith-

a corollary thereto, without stimulus no mind, and

without response to stimulus no body, or without stimulus, contained within the

unknown

unknown

or the underlying principle of otherness,

Without response to
nobody. "Stimulus

is

of the

Response

stratum, or philosophers' matter.

underlying principle of self or identity,

Mind

stratum, or philosophers' matter.
it is

x,

no mind.

x,

stimulus, contained within the

sub-

unknown subcompound of unity;

of the

is

is

unknown

to stimulus, or the

a

stimulus plus response to stimulus, which, as a phase of the

unknown

v, or matter, the basis of mind
is demonstrated to be
something or other apart from mind. Mind can know mental

manifestations, ideas onlv

;

but

able an actuality of otherness

in these ideas

which gives

there

rise to

is

discover-

what we term

the physical and extended.
" No mind no body,' has been proved as the truth but no mind
no matter, can by no means be allowed to pass. Matter, the
unknown x in the phase or activity of stimulus, must, as we have
'

;

seen, be admitted as a thing apart; for

mind

unenergized, remains forever unconscious of

alone, unfertilizedi

itself,

a potentiality,

but nothing more."

We

give but the merest outline of the thought presented

volume, which

in

by others to be devoted to an
exposition of" the author's "Absolute Relativism," " the selected
name for a system which, it is hoped, may offer a new departure
for philosophic thought, and to an analytical examination of the
sociological outcome of the various creeds of the past, with an
effort to point out the logical nexus between."
The author is constructive in his method, reconciliative in
spirit, keen in analysis, respectful to all schools of thought, yet
independent in criticism and approval of the views of other thinkWithout going into detail,
ers, and vigorous and lucid in style.
we are free to say that we regard the work as an able and valuathis

is

to be followed

ble contribution to the philosophic discussion of the day.

The Pioneer Quakers. By Richard
Houghton, Mifflin & Co., 1887.

P. /lallowcll.

Boston:

book of 98 pages embodies the gist, in the form of a
by request for a Boston Literary Club, of the
history of the Quakers as given in the author's larger work published in 1883, The .Quaker Invasion of Massachusetts, with addiThis

little

lecture, prepared

tional notes bringing that history

down

to a later period.

Eight

pages of index show the variety of topics treated in this lecture
and more than a dozen authorities are quoted, which appear
not to have been consulted in the larger work. The work marks
an epoch

in the history

of American free-thought.

